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Homecoming stays afloat
Creative funding techniques keep the beloved tradition of Homecoming festivities alive.
KATE RIPLEY
NEWS EDITOR

The homecoming float tradition is extremely
important to students, alumni and fans. However,
when the budget crises last semester threatened the
source of funding, Central Spirit and the Alumni
Association began looking for alternate sponsors.
In years past, the Alumni Association contributed the prize money as well as reimbursement for supplies necessary for building the floats.
Central Spirit, the main coordinator for homecoming, also sponsors a large portion, which is funded
by Student Government. This year, when neither
Student Government nor the Alumni Association
knew where any money was coming from, ideas were
sent out to search from assistance from IPTAY and
the community, such as local community fraternity
Kappa Sigma.
After much collaboration involving Stewart
Summers, manager of Alumni Development, Megan
Lucas, the homecoming coordinator with Central
Spirit, Laura McMaster, Central Spirit advisor, and
Zack Miller, Interfraternity Council president, the
group decided that compensation would be awarded
to the sponsors.
"Each sponsor is going to be properly recognized
this year," said Summers. "In the past, even two or
three years ago, when money wasn't an issue, some
things we talked about were that everybody walks out
on Bowman and sees these great displays and it's very
impressive what each organization does, but nobody
see IPTAY page A4

Homecoming floats will be funded by sponsors in order to compensate for an adjustment in budget this year.

Plans are not so
ground breaking

CUSG collects input
Opinions from the student body are addressed by Senators.
WIL BARNES
STAFF WRITER

Construction plans are still precarious.
KEVIN KEITH
STAFF WRITER

After more than a year of inactivity,
construction may finally begin on two
long overdue core Clemson projects.
Clemson Administrative officials will
meet later this winter to discuss whether
or not to lift the construction freeze
currently placed on two building proposals: a building to serve as the home
for the Academic Success Center and a
Bio/Life Sciences building for College of
Agriculture, Forestry and Life Science.
According to Steve Crump, Manager of
Accounting and Fiscal Services barring
any unforeseen circumstances, the plans
for the ASC may be a go. "Our expectation is that if there are no further significant budget cuts when students return
in January, we will look to move forward with construction to the Academic
Success Center," said Crump.
The hope is to also lift the freeze on
the Life Sciences building, though that
decision may still be farther off. While
the Academic Success Center has some
secured funding, the Life Sciences building has less and the University is looking
into alternative funding sources. "There
are several outstanding proposals to provide some of the federal stimulus dollars
to fund the Life Sciences project, but we
aren't likely to know the outcome of those

in a January timeframe," said Crump.
"But once we have secured funding, we
will look to immediately begin work there
as well."
Both projects were originally scheduled to begin construction last October,
but were suspended in the midst of economic turmoil. According to Crump,
the funding for both projects was heavily tied into the bond market, and when
the bond market collapsed late last year
the funding sources became nonviable.
"Given the very uncertain nature of the
economy at the time, we decided we just
couldn't move forward with those plans,"
said Crump.
The Academic Success Center, which
now operates out of the third floor of
Cooper Library, has longed for a place
to permanendy house all of its services.
The roughly $14 million project will
be located in the open area behind the
library and will take 10 to 12 months to
complete.
The Bio/Life Sciences Building is a
90,000 square foot, $50 million endeavor
to accommodate the growing demand of
biological science education and research.
It will be sited in the gravel lot adjacent
to the P&A building and its construction
will last approximately 14 to 16 months.
Other projects are looking to move
see CONSTRUCTION page A4
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Undergraduate Student Senate is
working to create a faster, more efficient
way to gain better constituent reports
from Clemson students so that senators
can address student concerns in a more
timely fashion.
There are two means by which
the Undergraduate Student Senate has
been collecting feedback from constituents, and those are face-to-face meetings and online surveys. According to
an unnamed senator, each senator is
assigned 10 random surveys, so 600
surveys total.
"A common question on face-toface constituency reports is 'what issues
and/or complaints do you have regarding life at Clemson that you would like
to be addtessed?' This could include
anything from academics to parking
to athletics," said Gerren McHam,
president of Clemson Philanthropy
and Service Council and Constituency
Report Coordinator. "The questions
that appear on online surveys vary more
because they are usually more specific, addressing a current topic in the
Senate."
Face-to-face meetings work well
because students get to talk directly with
a senator in open dialogue. However,
these meetings do not cover as many students as the online surveys do. Starting
this year, the constituency report will
be separated by the issues addressed by
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Undergraduate Student Senate distributed surveys and held interviews to
gain constituent opinions on legislation.

each academic class and each college,
so that the student body can more easily interpret the issues addressed by the
senators.
This means that students will
receive a more organized report regarding which issues were raised, which
issues were handled and how the issues
were addressed throughout the academic
year. CUSG works to address the needs
of the students and encourages everyone
to participate in future surveys so that
the senators can represent the student
body in the most efficient manner.
Many students underestimate the
value their voice is to the student government. "When students want something to be researched and/or addressed,
it is our job to take those concerns, find
the answers and relay that information
back to the student body," McHam
said. A constituency report is issued at
minimal once a semester but, "we are
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always available to speak to our constituency to see what problems they are
having and what things they would like
to keep in place," McHam said.
"I think that the surveys are effective because people are more likely to be
honest online but at the same time, you
can't always get the students full opinions from just a survey or an interview,"
said junior Ally Henthorne.
Student participation in online surveys and face-to-face meetings is the
key method in which our senators use
when representing the student body,
and any concerns experienced by students should be addressed in the next
online survey.
"This will help us know what projects to pursue and how to serve the
Undergraduate Student Body," McHam
said. "Visit our new Web site at www.
cusg.net and let us know if there is any
way we can help you."
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CAMERON HUNTLEY
STAFF WRITER

The Tigers Who Care recently
held its volunteer fair in the Union
Loggia, in an effort to raise awareness
and increase student involvement
with projects around Clemson.
Around 20 tables lined the loggia on Oct. 7, representing a wide
range of community-based opportunities in which students can actively
participate. Organizations involved
included groups selling grilled
cheese sandwiches to help combat
hunger, the Pickens County School
District and everything in between.
"It really is an effort to expose
students to opportunities on and off
campus," said Brittany Kroth, who
organized the event. "Hopefully
we'll be able to reach a lot of
people."
Tigers Who Care has more than
100 community partners throughout
the area, and is primarily concerned
with spreading information and
awareness to the student body. "A
good way to think of it is that it's a
'student government' of community
service," said Kroth. "Organizations
come to us, and we help spread the
word about the help they need."
The fair is one such effort, and
is seems to be working. Students
milled about the tables, checking
out the options and signing up for
more information. The demand for
volunteers never decreases, and students are happy to step up and get
involved.
"We've had some great folks
come by," said Darlene Hughley, of
Pickens County Schools. "And we
have tons of opportunities to plug
students in. Elementary school students love college kids."
Volunteering has tremendous
advantages. It allows students to
branch out and meet new people, perhaps forging lifelong connections. It supports and enriches
the community by rendering assistance to those who need it, thereby
strengthening the town as a whole.
And it reflects well on Clemson,
as anyone watching Clemson students willingly dedicate their time
for a cause cannot help but hold
the University in higher esteem.
Volunteer work is also a great addition to any resume for applications
to graduate schools and workplaces.
But the greatest benefit, of
course, is selflessly doing something
for a fellow human being. "It's so
rewarding, and you get so much
from it," said Lisa Blackwood, from
Hallmark Hospice in Anderson. "It
takes a commitment, but out of that
commitment, you can really give joy
to people."
If you happened to miss the
fair, don't worry. Information about
Tigers Who Care and its community partnerships is just a mouse
click away. Search "volunteering"
on the Clemson University homepage, and viewers will be taken to the
Civic Engagement site, where all of
the organizations that presented at
the fair, as well as the dozens more
who partner with Tigers Who Care,
will be listed.
You can search for volunteer
opportunities based on personal
interests, ranging from working
with animals to stacking cans for a
food bank.
"We want to get this information out to as many people as possible," said Kroth. "Volunteering is
a great thing. It helps others, and it
helps you."
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Fellowship of Christian Athletes will host an
autumn Shag event on Oct. 16.
The event will feature entertainment by The Sensations
for a mix of swing and jazz. The musical group is made
up of a Clemson professor, as well as professors from
Southern Weslyan and Furman University. The event is
open to everyone, even non-students and those not members of FCA. The shag will be held at the Pavillion at the
Madren Center from 7 to 11 p.m.
Second annual Farm-Aid Festival will be on Oct.
24 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The event will be held at the CU Student Organic
V Farm located off of Perimeter Road. Signs will be clearly

ampus
News

marked to direct guests. The event is hosted by the CU
Students for Environmental Awareness and the Student
Organic Farm. Admission is free. Parking will be $5 per
car.

East Coast Chamber Orchestra will be performing
on Oct. 22 at 8 p.m. at the Brooks Center.
The group is a conductor-less orchestra composed of
graduates from top music schools and conservatories in
the country. In the past they have debuted at The Kennedy
Center and.,have received other prestigious performance
invitations.
Admission is free as the event is being presented by
the courtesy of Utsey Chamber Music Endowment.

CUSG

AT A GLANCE

Week of Oct. 16 through Oct. 22
ominate your outstanding teacher for the Excellence in Teaching
Award! E-mail your nominations to rplatt@demson.edu.
- Stop by the new CUSG sponsored Get a DVD Now boxes located in
Hendrix and the Union. The availability of their DVDs can be checked
at getadvdnow.com.
- Advising cookout for Tiger Den residents on Wednesday from 5 p.m.
to 7 p.m. in T ighrsey Commons.
- Transfer Council is sponsoring a Halloween door-decorating contest
for Tiger Den this month. An award will be given to the winner.
- Student Senate meetings are every Monday night at 7 p.m. Everyone

in the student body are welcome to sit in on the meeting to learn about
current CUSG issues and experience Clemson's Student Government
Senate.
- Be sure to Check out the CUSG Web site at www.cusg.net. Students
can learn about current events and initiatives that CUSG is working on
and even provide input for your Clemson University Undergraduate
Student Government.
- The CUSG offices are located adjacent to Harcombe Dining Hall in
the Union. The offices phone number is (864) 656-2195. CUSG office
hours are Monday-Friday, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
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Break it. Strain it. Tear it.
STRENGTHEN IT. STRETCH IT. REHAB IT.

CLEMSON
Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation
► Pre & Post-Operative
Rehab

• Orthopaedic Injury
Rehab
• Hand Therapy
• Custom Splinting
• Sport Conditioning
• Injury Prevention
Education
Custom Foot Orthotics
• Pool Therapy
13,000 square foot
state-of-the-art facility
located on
Hwy. 123 just a few miles
from campus

864«482«0085
www.csmr.org

Whether you were injured playing
intramurals or are recovering from a
recent surgery, we provide rehabilitation
programs with individual attention to
return you to your busy college life or
sports arena!
Trust the best. We've been treating our neighbors in
Clemson, Seneca, Central, and surrounding areas
since 1994...

World News

National News

CNN
Turkey and Armenia signed agreement that signals the end of a 90-year
stalemate conflict
The historic agreement is an action
to neutralize minor hostilities between the
two nations and normalize relations. The
rocky relationship between Turkey and
Armenia is a result of accusations that
Ottoman Turks are responsible for killing
more than a million Armenians in 1915.
No clear reason for resolution has been
given by either party, but it was reported
that that Armenian's original objection to
the bill was an oral statement that was to
planned to be announced at the signing.
The international community has been
urging for a positive relationship between
Armenia and Turkey, particularly the United
States. During a campaign speech, candidate Barack Obama encouraged the passage of the Armenian Genocide Resolution.
The United States receives military support
from Turkey in places like Afghanistan,
but also has a large American-Armenian
population of 5.7 million people.
The agreement was signed in the neutral nation of Switzerland in front of representatives from many countries, including
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton.

The Chicago Tribune
President Obama was the awarded
the 2009 Nobel Peace Prize on Oct. 9.
The president was nominated for the
award in early February along with 171
other nominees. Obama was awarded
the prize for "extraordinary efforts to
strengthen international diplomacy and
cooperation between peoples" according
to the announcements chair.
The decision was made by the
Norwegian Nobel Committee. Obama is
the fourth U.S. president to be awarded
the Nobel Peace Prize. Former president's honored by the award include
Jimmy Carter, Theodore Roosevelt and
Woodrow Wilson.
The award appointment has received
mixed reviews. The main opposition is
from conservatives in the United States
who feel Obama's international policies
are too relaxed. Supporters include much
of the international community, and the
heaviest support from the International
Atomic Energy Agency.
President Obama announced in a
White House Press Conference that he
was "humbled" by the award but considered it more of a "call to action" rather
than an award of his accomplishments.

BBC.
Three people were sentenced to
death as a result of protesting the Iranian
presidential elections.
The decision was reported by Iran's
Isna news agency, but the Iranian government has not given the full names of those
sentenced.
The presidential elections were held on
June 12 of this year and hosted the existing
President Ahmadinejad and a more liberal
candidate. President Ahmadinead's re-election caused immediate outrage. Protests
were conducted on the streets of major
cities in Iran as well as in cities around the
world. The protests resulted in the deaths of
30 protesters on the streets.
Thousands of arrests were made during the protests but most of the detainees
were released. Currently 200 are still being
held.
Human rights groups are calling for a
decision reversal by an Irani court. Londonbased Amneyst International denounced
the court's decision.

CNN

The London Times
Landslide and flooding kills 186
people in the Philippines on Oct. 10.
Tropical depression Parma started a
ripple effect in the early morning and
caused unexpected landslides and flooding on short notice. The flooding caused
blocked traffic along major roads and highways. Initial land impact destroyed a major
highway barricading three regions from
allowing people to leave or aide to be
delivered.
According to the Provincial Disaster
Coordinating Council the flooding inundated 32 towns and two major cities. More
than 35,000 people fled to evacuation centers, 186 people were killed the same day
of the incident, 93 people were injured and
40 people are still missing.
The region already had problems dealing with the large number of injuries and
displacements that were caused by typhoon
Ketsana earlier this month.
The London Times
Leaders from Iran and the international community will discuss alternative
energy sources before moving forward
with its nuclear enrichment program.
The representatives from the U.N.'s
International Atomic Energy Agency will
meet on Oct. 19.
Iranian leaders will be asking for fuel
resources from overseas in order to operate
the country and its technologically advancing society. Leaders from the Islamic
Republic warn that if they cannot obtain
these fuel sources they will move forward
with its nuclear enrichment program for
energy sources.

Two people died from overheating
and exhaustion during a self-empowerment and healing session in Central
Arizona.
On Oct. 9 police were called to
the Angel Valley Resort near Sedona
where two people were dead and 19
others were injured. The injuries were
sustained during a healing ceremony
entitled "Harmonic Wealth: The Secret of
Attracting the Life You Want," led by self
described "personal success strategist"
James Arthur Ray.
The ceremony was being held in
an enclosed dome structure with little
ventilation on 70 secluded acres in the
desert region. As part of the healing process, the dome is filled with heated rocks
and steam while guests are wrapped in
blankets.
James Arthur Ray's healing strategies
have been featured on in the self-help
films like "The Secret" and programs
like CNN's "Larry King Live" and "The
Oprah Winfrey Show."
The Angle Valley Resort was founded
in April 2002 and is marketed as a healing
resort where Earth energies are heightened according to the site's Web site.
The New York Times
President Obama addressed the
nation's largest gay rights, and promises greater equality is coming soon.
Obama was the guest speaker at
a gay and lesbian fundraising dinner
in Washington D.C. on Oct. 11. The
event was hosted by America's largest
gay rights advocacy group, The Human
Rights Campaign.
The first issue the president promised
to undertake was changing the current
military policy, "don't ask, don't tell,"
which allows gay people to serve in the
military only if they keep such sexual
orientation private. The policy that was
created by Congress in 1993 has been
responsible for discharging thousands of
registered service members. The president promised these changes were coming "soon" but did not give a timetable
for such action.
Obama did address the repeal of the
Defense of Marriage Act, which dictates
how local and federal bodies can recognize gay relationships. Obama again did
not set a timetable for new legislation
but calls upon Congress to consider overturning the act and extending rights and
benefits to all Americans.
The president's appearance at the
fundraiser comes after months of criticism by the gay community and civil
rights groups who feel Obama does little
to advance equality.
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H1N1 flu concern remains stable
Number of cases stays consistent, absenteeism remains normal for the semester.
ASHLEY CRISP
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Despite the current worldwide H1N1 flu pandemic, Clemson
University's absenteeism and number of
flu cases remain consistent. "It appears
the number of cases is leveling off,"
said George Clay, Executive Director
of Redfern Health Center.
As of Oct. 9, Redfern Health
Center diagnosed 552 students with
H1N1 flu this semester. The number
of cases seen each day is around 20,
down from 20 to 30 earlier in the
semester.
"There are no past cases of pandemic that are comparable to this particular

semester, however, the situation is still
not severe," said Dr. Jeff Appling, associate dean of Undergraduate Studies.
In addition, the attendance rate
for classes currently being monitored
remains at roughly 90 percent, which
is average for any time of year.
The classes being watched are larger, more general classes that will give
a sample of the University as a whole
said Appling. If a significant decrease
is seen from this point in attendance,
then the current procedures will have
to be evaluated again.
Absenteeism is also based on the
number of faculty and staff that are
diagnosed with H1N1. No departments are having problems right now

maintain faculty and staff at regular
operating levels.
The number of absences, as well
as the number of students diagnosed,
is reported to the University Pandemic
Planning Committee, which was
designed to handle flu pandemics.
When considering whether or not
to close the University or cancel classes, the University Pandemic Planning
Committee takes into account the
mortality rate at the time, as well as
the absence rate. To this point, the
mortality rate for college students is
extremely low, and the absence rate
remains regular.
Current students who suspect they
may have the flu should call Redfern's

nurse triage center. This process allows
a nurse to assess a student's symptoms
and whether or not they would benefit
from coming in for an appointment.
A majority of students have been stopping by the health center, which is also
acceptable.
Clay says the best ways to alleviate symptoms and to recover from the
H1N1 flu is to rest, drink fluids and
continue pain management, preferably
with a non-aspirin pain reliever. Some
patients who have more critical cases
or other medical conditions that might
worsen the symptoms are being prescribed Tamiflu.
While the flu still circulates, students who have other illnesses or con-

ditions are still encouraged to come in
or call in as well.
Because the H1N1 flu is considered a pandemic, Redfern is not
required to report numbers to the
Center for Disease Control (CDC) in
Atlanta, Ga. Clay said this is because
the CDC has already acknowledged
the flu is widespread across the country.
Regular reports are sent by Redfern
to the CDC throughout the year, so
the cases of H1N1 diagnosed will be
reflected within those reports.
Other universities within the state,
such as University of South Carolina,
are also experiencing a rise in flu cases,
however the numbers reported at this
time are lower than those at Clemson.

IPTAY from page Al
knew that Central Spirit works really
really hard to put these things on and the
Alumni Association also is a contributor."
This year, each organization that will
be building on Bowman will have a sign
displaying its sponsors, as well as a new
sign attributing both Central Spirit and
the Alumni Association. Other marketing
tactics still being discussed are banners
in the Student Union and signs in the
dining halls. <■
IPTAY was a new financial contributor this year, donating $2,500 towards
prize money and reimbursement for the
organizations building floats. "IPTAY
is involved this year because we were
approached by Zach Miller who asked for
our help," said Lindsey Leonard, assistant
executive director of IPTAY. "Our intention was to help out all the students who
are involved in homecoming to keep the
tradition alive."
Those involved with homecoming
this year have noticed more collaboration between the organizations, bringing
campus closer together to accomplish a
common goal.
"I think more organizations becoming involved in funding Homecoming
really helps make the event that much
better for everyone involved," said Lucas.
"There's a lot that goes into the planning
and coordination that goes into this event,
but it is always a ton of fun and everyone
really enjoys it."

TANGER

CONSTRUCTION from page Al

Simply text

TO
for an exclusive TEXT coupon
Text now to receive a coupon for a
FREE $10 Tanger gift card.
Limit one $10 gift card per person and per cell phoned
Must present phone/text message at Tanger Customer/
Shopper Services in Commerce, GA to receive the free
$10 Tanger gift card. Offer expires 10/18/09.
'Standard text messaging fees apply

SHOP OVER 120 BRAND NAME OUTLETS INCLUDING
Polo Ralph Lauren Factory Store HOLLISTER Bass
NAUTICA Aeropostale CALVIN KLEIN Gap Outlet
Nike Factory Store JOURNEYS Factory Brand Shoes
PACSUN rue21 J.CREW LOFT Outlet MAURICES
ABERCROMBIE & FITCH Timberland AND MORE

TangerOutlets
Commerce, GA I-85, Banks Crossing, Exit 149
800-405-9828
Monday-Saturday 9-9 Sunday 12-6
www.tangeroutlet.com
buy direct from the manufacturer

forward as well, according to Chief
Administrative Officer Steve Copeland.
"We are in the design phase of an addition
to Lee Hall, which includes a renovation
to the existing building as well as adding a
new section to provide more square footage," said Copeland.
The administration will also look
to make progress on the Core Campus
Initiative. The Core Campus Initiative
involves' the remodeling and complete
renovation of the Edgar Brown University
Union and Johnstone Annex. The Web
site devoted to its planning was taken
down last fall, leaving many students to
wonder about its future. But Chief Public
Affairs Officer Cathy Sams says simply
that, "Some of the key design concepts
had changed," and for that reason the
site was removed. "We would expect to
develop a new site when we have more
definitive design concepts to share," Sams
said.
Crump is quick to caution though
that nothing is finalized, and that if the
University were to receive further budget cuts, construction and planning may
remain suspended. "We expected the
budget cut we received at the start of this
year, and somewhat built it into the budget," said Crump. "If we were to receive a
similar cut, it may turn our heads a little
and make us reconsider. And these are
pretty uncertain economic times, so who
knows what may happen."
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New face unmasked for the University
Public Affairs creates a new academic wordmark, symbols and logo.
LOUISE GOODMAN
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The Public Affairs committee has taken on renovating the University branding effort to solidify a
unified and recognizable image of the University.
The plan's main focus was to establish an academic symbol separate from those existing athletic
affiliated symbols as well as create a single image
that could relate the determined, proud and competitive objectives that the University carries as a
whole. The marketing campaign will be a continuous effort to enhance the Clemson brand now and
long into the future.
After testing multiple logo options, the committee settled on the iconic tiger mask. The tiger
mask symbol is based on the centennial coat of
arms and flag developed in 1989 that now hangs in
Tillman Hall. Other symbols that were considered
included Fort Hill, Tillman Hall, Thomas Green
Clemson and the "C" shape encompassing a pal-

metto tree found on the Clemson ring.
To decide which logo was ultimately chosen,
the research board, "Asked which mark was most
representative of the brand attributes we had identified in earlier research, such as student-centered,
compedtive spirit, determination, bold vision and
so on," said the Chief Public Affairs Officer Cathy
Sams.
Of the three options, the research board felt
that the tiger mask embodied something unique.
"A graphic of the Tillman Hall tower tested well
but wasn't considered as distinctive since there
are similar towers on many other campuses," said
Sams.
Students on campus for the most part seem
excited about the new design and how it represents
the University. "I think it's definitely new and
unique, nothing like we have had before; it is an
image the University can grow into," said senior
health science major Terri Ann Tindal.
The Clemson community many not initially

recognize the logo because it is being phased in
over time. In order to save time and money, organizations and departments on campus have been
discouraged from throwing away marked items
they have in stock. The logo is currently only being
used in newly ordered, reprinted or digital materials such as admissions materials and the university
Web site.
The Public Affairs committee took special care
to ensure that all branding efforts served to both
enhance the visible reputation of the university as
well as prove economical. "The primary motivation
for the branding initiative was simply to enhance
marketing of Clemson by developing tools and
policies that give individual departments a lot of
flexibility, but ensure that everything carries the
Clemson University brand. It's a way to increase
institutional marketing without spending any more
money," said Sams. The rebranding efforts also
carried over to make future materials more cost
friendly as well. The newly redesigned stationary

will allow room for more text on each page to save
paper. A rethought business card design will allow
for the logo to be resized and replaced on the card
to allow for more information on each card as well
as put information on both the front and back.
The Public Affairs committee is finding limidess possibilities for the future of the Clemson
brand. In addition to the solid orange commonly
associated with the University, the team has developed a foil color palette to create various moods
and atmospheres while still maintain some unity
in the colors and symbols that convey Clemson.
According to Sams, a creative inquiry team is
investigating the possibilities of the colors being
reproduced on a larger scale for public purchase by
a major paint manufacturer.
The efforts of the Public Affairs committee to
rebrand the University hope to expand the "determined spirit" and better unite the excitement and
enthusiasm the school embodies into a recognizable and exciting marketing effort.

Tigra Scientific a
Dr. Anthony Keinath finds Upstate environment ideal for plant pathology research.
HOLLY TUTEN

Carolina as part of a national project.
Also, I provide fungicide recommendations to farmers.

STAFF WRITER

You're the vegetable pathologist
for South Carolina farmers and your
appointment is described as a split
between 80 percent research and 20
percent extension. What does that
mean?
Theoretically, it means 80 percent of
my time is spent doing research and 20
percent is spent doing extension. Because
I do applied research, it falls into this gray
area between research and extension. For
instance, testing new fungicides generates
data for research publications, but it's also
useful for bringing effective fungicides
to growers. I try to spend 20 percent of
my time going to grower meetings and
talking with growers and monitoring
vegetable and crop pathogens in South

What is the difference between
extension and service?
What I define as service is more professional services like my journal editing
or reviewing manuscripts for colleagues
or journals. It's things you do as a professional plant pathologist or scientist.
Extension is outreach to growers. Service
is voluntary, unpaid contributions to
your profession or professional organizations. Extension is directed toward the
public.
Can you elaborate on the role of
extension at a land-grant university?
The term "land-grant university"
goes back to how these agricultural uni-

versities were first funded. The Morrill
Act of 1862 established that money from
the sale of federal lands would fond
agricultural and mechanical universities
in each state. Actual land for the universities came from various sources; Clemson
had land donations from Thomas Green
Clemson. The extension funding comes
from the Smith-Lever Act of 1914, which
provided funds for agricultural and home
economics extension. That is, to take the
research from these land-grant universities and extend it to the general public.
What are your current research
projects?
Currently I am working on fungicide resistance in the gummy stem
blight fungus (Didymella bryoniae) and
in the Phytophthora blight organism
(Phytophthora capsici); on managing

bacterial leaf spots on turnip and mustard greens; grafting seedless watermelon
to prevent Fusarium wilt; and starting a
project with my grad student on biofomigation to control root and stem diseases
on fresh market vegetables.
What brought you to the study of
plant pathology and fungal and bacterial pathogens of crop vegetables?
I've always been interested in plants.
I grew a section of the garden when I was
seven, and I've always had houseplants.
When I took botany in high school, I was
hooked. As a college sophomore, I worked
as a lab assistant in a plant pathology lab
and decided I wanted to study not only
plants but fungal pathogens of plants. I
honestly don't know what was so fascinating. I guess I was just fascinated by how
they grew and what they did. I honestly

don't know, cause we're talking microscopic organisms here. Maybe it was the
science that got me too. As a senior, I did
a research project on biological control of
root rot in soybeans.
What advice would you give to an
undergraduate interested in a career
in science?
Well, based on how it worked out for
me, they should try to get some real lab or
field experience depending on what they
think they want to do. At the Coastal
REC, students are employed during the
summers to help with experiments or
to maintain field plots. If a student is
interested in working at the Coastal REC,
they can email me. Students can learn
more about the Coastal REC at: http://
www.clemson.edu/public/rec/coastal/
overview.html.
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100 HELP WANTED
Apple computer help needed,
864-643-0556

200

FOR SALE

Captain's loft for sale. Contact Kate
Ripley at kripley@g.clemson.edu.
ABSOLUTE AUCTION, Hartwell
Lakefront Lot, Plus Interior Lot
Bankruptcy #06-03003 Foxwood
Hills. Oct. 31, 2009. NOON
www.skiphales.com
864-901-8000

300

Now Leasing 1&2 bedroom apartment. All appliances included.
Available for immediate move-in.

Office Address
315 Hendrix Center
Clemson, S.C. 29634

Burton Properties 653-7717,
654-1130, 710-0602,
710-3363 (after hours).

By Phone: (864) 656-2150
By Fax: (864) 656-4772
By E-mail: classified@thetigernews.com
In Person: 315 Hendrix Center

Guest quarters near Clemson.
Looking for a place to stay during
Clemson football games? Great
condo on country farm, nightly
rental only, $95/night, sleeps two.
Private and clean. No smoking or
pets. Deposit required. Contact
b.campbell@starband.net
864-414-5936

Rent 2010-2011 Highpointe,
Crawford Falls 864-246-9998

900

700 LOST & FOUND
Neutered, male, black and white
cat missing. Disappeared about ten

WILL EVER LOVE

PEACE CORPS IS CURRENTLY ACCEPTING ONLINE

APPLICATIONS FROM CLEMSON JUNIORS AND SENIORS
FOR 2 YEAR ASSIGNMENTS IN OVER 70 COUNTRIES

Other:

$1.00/word

PERSONALS

News layout editor looking for fun
tailgate for Wake Forest game. Will
be sure to entertain all present.
magerenta@gmail.com

have a \\ i -1 ■ i enabled mobile device (such
join the iTiger wireless network in the stadium. ()nce connected, TOUT web browser
will be able to pull up the iTiger Web
portal that provides real rime game stats as
well as video replays of the entire game.
The system is currently functional in the
e lower bowl.
the expansion of the system to other parts
of the stadium. The project is a studentdriven collaboration between the College
of Engineering and Science, \thletics and
CCIT. For more into, see http:/ 'iti^er.

EASTVSIDK TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
SEDANS • TOWN CARS • VANS
I.IMOIJSINKS • SUV's • BUSES • TROLLEYS

864

609-LIMO
sales@eastsidelimo.com

FULL BENEFITS PACKAGE.
WWW.PEACECORPS.GOV

50 cents/word

'

Female subleaser wanted for
Spring 2009. Clemson Place
Apartments. Close to
campus. $315/mo untilities
not included.
Awesome roommates.
Contact louiseg@clemson.edu

www.peacecorps.gov
US

Students:

Cash Check

days ago from outside Martin Hall/
Long Hall area. Not
looking to take him
from whatever home
he has found, just
want to be sure he's safe.
Please contact Roberta
Mercadante at
rmercad@clemson.edu

THE TOUGHEST JOB

You

3 p.m. Tuesday

(864) 656-2150 • classified@TheTigerNews.com
350 ROOMMATES

3 BR/1BA house. Pendleton $625
plus deposit, call 940-5044,
email - ljam@bellsouth.net.

FOR RENT

Great for 3 or 4 students. 15 to 20
minutes from Clemson. Furnished 4
BR/3BA, 2 fireplaces and tile floors. No
pets. $1200 monthly deposit required.
Utilities not included, yard maintained.
Call 864-304-2925

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

QUESTIONS? 180O-424-858O

www.castsidclimo.com
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bucks
for big
butts

Do you think unhealthy
foods should be taxed and
why?

"It's unfair to raise
the taxing on food
because it is a
necessity, not a
commodity, and
obesity can be
controlled
through moderation
and exercise."

Ross Hansen
biology
junior

"I think it is in
the government's
best interest...to
directly tax the
obese citizens
because this is
a much more
effective measure
than taxing
unhealthy foods."

Josh Von Fange
industrial engineering and Chinese
junior
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"I believe this
problem should
be handled by
educating people
rather than
charging higher
prices."
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Jeremy Domingo
mathematic teaching

"I think it would
be a minor help
because of being
more expensive,
but eventually it
would not help
overall."

Garret Swann
animal and veterinary sciences
sophomore

"No it would not be
good, it is too general
and would not be fair."

Mansel Oliver
mechanical engineer
graduate student

"No, just make
the healthy foods
cheaper! Making
things more
expensive
doesn't help
anyone."

Kayla Halchak
engineering
freshman

w

e are a nation of fat.
We love Happy Meals
and triple deep fried
burritos. We thrive on "crispy" (aka
grease laden) chicken sandwiches
and nuggets. We work, play and
eat on the go, and sometimes the
choices we're provided with are a
gateway to an extensive menu of
health problems. Take your pick:
blocked
arteries,
cardiovascular
disease, heart failure. They're all on
a dollar menu.
As college students, many of
us are fast food aficionados. It is
our lifeblood, our nourishment.
It's cheap and delicious, and you
don't have to wait around for it.
There's no better way to stay up
late cramming than by downing a
sugary, caffeine packed soft drink,
and who wants to sit through an
all-nighter in Cooper without
Dominoes? It seems that fatty foods
are optimal for our age bracket, and
for the most part, we demonstrate at
least some moderation. But, will we
still be such enthusiasts of this type
of food if the prices are jacked up
because of taxes?
Given the sky rocketing health
care budget and the growing
problem of obesity in the United
States, support has emerged for the
taxation of fatty foods in order to
deter consumers from overindulging
in unhealthy options. It has been
estimated that by the year 2015,
75 percent of Americans will be
overweight or obese. This number
has both doctors and policy makers
worried about how they will support
the health of such a large number of
people.
Perhaps the reason for this
trend towards unhealthy choices lies
in the availability and affordability
of unhealthy foods. Think about it:
Big Mac, or steamed vegetables? The
latter will take more time and energy
to prepare, and modern Americans
don't have an ample supply of either.
Also, fast food (and therefore largely
unhealthy foods) are much cheaper
than their healthier counterparts,
fattening wallets
as
well
as
consumers. For a country that is on

the go constantly, to soccer practices
and board meetings, classes and
dance recitals, a well-balanced meal
isn't readily available. The drive-thru
is, therefore, the holy grail of dining
inventions. We want it, we get it,
we go. But what we get may not be
what we need, and the tipping scales
prove it. The solution? Tax the fat.
It seems that taxation is a viable
and logical option for solving, or
at least attempting to solve, the
problem of obesity in this country.
Cigarettes are taxed because they
are harmful to consumers, why not
fast food? One would think people
will value bucks above beef should
the two interests conflict. But how
effective would such a solution
really be in terms of slimming down
America?
In addition to being a country
of fatties, we are also a country of
finger pointers. Nothing is anyone's
fault, and that includes obesity.
We file lawsuits against fast food
corporations for making us fat
because it isn't as if we, ourselves,
had any hand in choosing and acting
upon our desire to eat a certain type
of food. It's their fault for making
the burgers so damn juicy! In light
of negative publicity, fast food
corporations such as McDonalds,
have opted to display the nutritional
content of their products on the
wrappers they come in. Ignorance
of content is no longer a legitimate
excuse for unhealthy eating. There
are no secrets. What's in our food is
there for us to see.
Considering all of the factors
that play into America's unhealthy
tendencies, taxation on fatty foods
may not be addressing the full
problem. People aren't forced to
consume unhealthy foods, they
choose to do so. Whether or not
this decision is influenced by the
price of the food is irrelevant to the
fact that people willingly partake in
something that they know is bad
for them. And it's doubtful that a
substantial amount would make
healthier decisions if they were
available at the same price. Let's face
it, greasy food tastes good! Most of

us would take a large order of fries
over a steamed vegetable medley
any day. The decision of what we
put into our bodies is ultimately our
own. The national obesity problem
isn't entirely the fault of fast food
companies because they put it out
there; it's also our fault for taking it,
and it may be time that we take some
responsibility for these decisions
and the way they are affecting the
health of our nation.
Furthermore,
many
people
moderate their fast food intake.
Why should these people have
to pay a tax that acts as a kind of
"punishment" for a crime they
didn't commit? If a person practices
a healthy lifestyle and wants a Big
Mac every once in a while to reward
themselves, why should he or she be
deterred because of others who fail
to exercise such self control? Also,
a hike in fast food prices may end
up negating the original intent of
encouraging people to eat foods
that work better with and for their
bodies. Fast food companies may
try to counteract taxes by using a
lower quality of meat (yes, even
worse than it is now) so that the
prices remain the same, even with
taxes added. How would that affect
America's health?
Finally, how would such a tax
be enacted and enforced? Where is
the line drawn between healthy and
unhealthy, given that all diets are
different and some fats are beneficial?
Would entire restaurants be taxed
or only certain items on the menus?
Many fast food restaurants have
become geared towards promotion
of healthy options, especially in kid's
meals, such as milk instead of Coke
and apples instead of fries. Would
these meals be taxed? And what
about Ma and Pop diners? Greasy
hamburger joints aren't the only
unhealthy eating establishments.
There are unhealthy choices at
virtually any restaurant you visit.
A tax on fatty foods may end up
turning into a tax on all foods which
could wreak havoc on an already
unstable economy. It seems that a
mass of red tape and qualifications

would prevent the formulation of a
fair policy on the taxation of fatty
foods.
But even if we dismiss the notion
of taxation, the problem of obesity
still exists. We can play the blame
game, but belts are still loosening
and something must be done
about the problem. Infomercials
advertising the amazing abs machine
that you only have to use three
minutes every other month to look
like a model don't seem to be doing
the trick, and neither do fad diets
that often cut out important staples
of balanced nutrition. Quick fixes
seem to be the remedy of choice,
but in reality, there is no substitute
for a well-rounded diet and exercise
routine, or at least a more conscious
attitude about the content of what
we put in our bodies.
This attitude should be fostered
without the taxation of fatty foods,
which only discourages us from
eating fast foods rather than pushing
us to eat better. Instead of shunning
fatty foods, why not work to make
healthy foods more available and
affordable? Let's face it, people are
going to eat what they want to eat.
A fat tax would be like taking candy
from a toddler. It will only lead to
a fit.
People
need
choices,
yes,
but why are the choices that are
preferable harder to make?
Ultimately, taxation is perhaps
not the best option to encourage
healthy eating. In an economic
pitfall, the last thing people want
on their plate is an added tax, the
effectiveness of which would be
marginal at best. Does something
need to be done? Yes. But maybe
a change should begin in the
minds and attitudes of consumers.
A taxation plan may turn on
itself, slimming wallets instead of
waistlines.
The opinions expressed in the above
editorial are written by the opinions editor
and represent the majority opinion of The
Tiger editorial board. In representing the
majority view, the staff editorials may
not represent the individual view of any
particular member.
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Natural Omission
ZAK JAMES

Columnist

On Sept. 25, 2009, a movie
entitled, "Creation," was
released in Britain. In subsequent weeks, the same movie was
distributed around the world from
Europe to Asia, Australia to Canada
— to every major country except
for the United States. The question
at hand is why would no American
distributor choose to release a movie
with enough prestige to capture the
global market and premier at the
Toronto Film Festival? The answer is
simple. The movie centers on the life
and works of Charles Darwin, the
man most famous for the development of evolutionary theory via natural selection, a theory equally praised
and despised in our nation.
Evolutionary theory was developed in the mid-nineteenth century
and came to prominence with the
release of "On the Origin of Species"
in 1859. A theory of more than 150
years that has stood the test of time in
scientific circles has yet to escape the
criticism and utter denial from evangelical and religious circles. Let me
explain. As of a 1991 Gallup pole, 95
percent of American scientists accept
evolutionary theory as the only viable theory for origins. Worldwide,
99.85 percent of scientists adhere
to the same beliefs. However, only
39 percent of Americans believe in
evolution, as opposed to 80 percent
in industrialized European nations.
Among religious circles there is also
some divide. Fifty-eight percent of

Catholics and 77 percent of Jews
accept evolution, while only 24 percent of evangelical Protestants accept
Darwin's theory on the origins of life.
Why the division?
There are really only two competing theories concerning life's origins
and development: evolutionary theory, the theory accepted by virtually all
but 700 scientists on the planet, and
Creationism/Intelligent Design, the
belief in the literal Biblical account of
Creation or some derivative thereof.
While the Catholic religion and Pope
have formally accepted evolutionary
theory as the acceptable mechanism
by which life arose on this planet,
evangelicals hold out. Many evangelicals believe that any reading of
the Bible that is not interpreted as
being the literal, verbatim inspired
word of God to be sacrilege. Thus,
any reading of the creation account
in the book of Genesis not interpreted as being a literal six-day creation story cannot be reconciled to
Christian doctrine. While Christian
scientists, like Dr. Kenneth Miller,
have authored books to the contrary,
for years this belief impeded my ability to openly consider one of the most
important principles in science.
As a Christian, upon arrival in
college I was a dedicated proponent of
Creationism. Having read numerous
books on the topic, I was confident
in my ability to tackle and refute the
teaching of evolution I would surely
face in biology classes. Furthering my
interest, I enrolled in the EvolutionCreationism Podcasting CI, a course
fully dedicated to the discussion of
the debate. Closed-minded and ready
to defend my beliefs, I quickly found
myself second-guessing. One year
later, I've done a complete 180. I fully

accept Neo-Darwinian evolution as a
viable theory concerning the mechanism of the origins of life on this
planet, and my faith has not suffered
as a consequence; in fact, I actually
believe it has grown stronger.
I believe the primary reason for
opposition to evolution lies not in
the fact that it necessarily conflicts
with religion, but in ignorance. For
example, many opponents of evolution attack it as being "only a theory."
Well, that's true. But if these individuals studied the scientific definition
of a theory, they would find that evolution is in good company, alongside
the theories of quantum mechanics,
relativity and gravity. Simply put, a
scientific theory and our colloquial
definition of theory are completely different. In science, a theory is
an overarching explanation of facts.
Colloquially then, evolution is more
fact than theory. Another example
lies in the argument that "humans
didn't evolve from monkeys." No one
ever said they did. Evolution teaches
that humans and primates share common ancestry. These two are just a
couple of the countless arguments
made from ignorance that are easily answered. Yet, as they are drawn
from ignorance, they never seem to
disappear.
Evolution is fragile. It takes millions of facts to support a theory,
but just one to wreck it. If you
can't explain the human vs. primate
chromosome problem, if you find a
human fossil in layers of strata dated
65 million years ago or if you can
prove the earth is less than a billion
years old, evolution would crumble.
The only thing is, no one has yet
to break the back of a theory that
has stood the test of 150 years and
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grows stronger and more complex
every day.
I see no problem with people
opposing evolution...under one condition. I can respect a person's decision to refuse to believe evolution
if they have not only studied an
alternative theory, but if they have
studied evolution in full and willingly
choose not to accept it. That is their
choice. But I cannot respect an individual's choice to oppose evolution
from ignorance, having never studied the cornerstone of contemporary
biology, and I certainly cannot accept
that individual publicly denouncing
a theory in which he or she is completely uninformed.
Furthermore, let's be clear that
this principle applies to everything,
not simply this one debate. We must
be open-minded, willing to listen to,
though not necessarily accept, both
sides to every reasonable argument.
In a society that chooses to distribute movies full of gore, sex, vulgar
humor, language, mindless entertainment and unnecessary propaganda, I
find it absurd that a quality film will
not be shown in the greatest cinema
market on Earth because it is too
"controversial." We are simply too
close-minded to discuss an issue that
is exceedingly more consequential to
our understanding of our existence
than the latest Michael Moore documentary.
While we should question everything, and we don't have to believe
everything we hear, we should at least
hear it first. Then again, ignorance is
bliss. So they say.
is a sophomore majoring in
health science. E-mail comments to letters@TheTigerNews.com.
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To The Tiger,
Tiger Town Tavern (it is perfectly fine to use our name) would
like to thank the staff at The Tiger for giving us the opportunity to
respond to Emily White's complaint registered in the Oct. 2, 2009
issue. We would like to apologize to the entire White family for
their inconvenience last Saturday during the TCU football game as
Emily was denied entry to our establishment due to an unfortunate
incident that occurred years ago and was no fault of her own.
In the fall of 2001, during a home football game, the South
Carolina Law Enforcement Division (SLED) sent two agents to
Tiger Town Tavern posing as "a well cultured father and son duo"
just dropping in for a "tasty lunch and catch the much anticipated
game." Upon entering, the 19-year-old "son" proceeded directly to
the bar and purchased two beers. Minutes later, our bar was ticketed for allowing possession of alcohol by a minor and our head
bartender was ticketed for serving a minor. This was the second and
last violation issued to us by SLED in the 33 years we have been
serving the Clemson community. With each violation, we realized
that we had a problem that had to be fixed; thus leading to our
"Game Day" policy.
From that day forward, during peak alcohol sales, only persons
under 13 and over 21 are allowed in Tiger Town. We are a very large

"hybrid" tavern (restaurant by day and bar by night) which caters
to a very unique demographic, a university town. We have always
taken great care and due diligence with the dispensing of alcohol,
and this will never change. While hand stamps and big red X's on
right hands for underage patrons are fine for the "probably easy to
get into" smaller clubs, they just don't seem to work here at TTT.
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Copy Editor
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The employees of Tiger Town Tavern would like to compliment
Emily and her family on their excellent taste in downtown restaurants and invite you to come back when we are not on "Game Day"
policy.

Copy Editor
NOELLE ZOLADKOWSKI

Copy Editor
WEB SITE
webmaster@TheTigerNews.com
(864) 656-2150

So you see Miss Emily, pigs do fly and dogs do mow lawns, just
not during home games at TTT. Go Tigers!

MATT STEWART

Web site Editor/Computer Manager

Sincerely,
Susan Farish, Jay Jones, Dave Thompson
Owners/ Operators Tiger Town Tavern
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The voice of a
generation

"Why 'Free Polanski' proponents
make me want to vomit"

NICK ROTH

Columnist
Ever so often a movement comes
along with the power and magnetism to speak for a generation,
to carry the cultural burden of a revolution, to carry on its shoulders the hopes
and dreams of a decade. If you were
born between 1988 and 1991, approximately, it should not surprise you that
I am talking about Creed. Yes, Creed,
the musical geniuses that brought us
the innovation of baritone, guttural
screams and scathing, flesh melting
guitar riffs with pseudo Catholic undertones. Creed wielded their instruments
like brave knights before battle, except
for the lead singer who didn't play
anything. Creed, the band that single
handedly destroyed grunge and gave
birth to Nickelback, they-who-mustnot-be-named.
I know what you are thinking, "I
hate Creed." No you don't. Your reaction is normal amongst rookie Creed
listeners. You see, Creed is the most terribly/awesome band of all time. They
are the ultimate contradiction. They are
so good on one hand, but so dreadfully
awful on the other, that your body can't
handle the dual nature of their existence
which causes a schism in one's brain
and it literally tries to rip itself in half,
sometimes leading to an aneurism and
loss of bowel control. You don't hate
Creed, you just can't get over the physical, nauseating pain that accompanies
listening to their music. Once you push
yourself past this gut wrenching, mind
numbing terror, it is like chocolate cake
for your ears; and if you don't like
chocolate cake, then I don't want you
reading this. It is like the scene from
"The Right Stuff' when Chuck Yeager
is headed towards the sound barrier
and things are shaking violently out of
control, but once he bursts through it
everything is calm and at peace. Just
stick with it, your Creed sound barrier
moment will come.
I'll attempt to explain the enigma
that is Creed's awesomeness a little better. Picture a clock— 11:59 is the worst
while 12:01 is the best. What happened
to Creed is that they got so bad that they
actually crossed the bad/good threshold
at 12:00 and entered the realm of really
good. A similar phenomenon has happened to skateboarding and Britney
Spears. Scientists are still working on
why exactly this happens. I've just
accepted it as truth and dealt with it.
Moving on. For those of us who
were able to discover the magic of
Creed, we were blessed with hits like
"With Arms Wide Open," "Higher,"
"My Sacrifice," "One Last Breath,"
and that's about it. These songs had

meaning and they related to our age
and our experiences. Who didn't
have their "arms wide open," or
didn't beg the question "can you
take me higher?" or didn't ponder
being "six feet from the edge and
thinking that six feet wasn't so far
down," or didn't have conversations with themselves in a flooded
city with their underwater band?
Exactly. Creed has touched all of us,
in the non-creepy way.
They approached their music
with such force and resolve. I dare
any one of you to try and tell a difference between any of their songs.
Creed understood the power of a
single voice being repeated over
and over again but changing up the
words a little bit. A brilliant, artisticcompromising formula for success
is no reason to hate this band.
The fact that when you Google
"the worst band ever" and Google
asks you if you meant "Creed"
is irrelevant. What is relevant is
that Creed played Tuesday night
at Littlejohn Coliseum. What is
more relevant with a hint of tragedy is that I wasn't there. It is a
crime against humanity that it was
scheduled on the last night of fall
break. How can I be expected to
succeed on upcoming papers and
tests if 1 go to a Creed concert, an
event that requires every ounce of
energy that I have? My roommate
who attended described it like this.
"It was like getting beaten within
an inch of your life...by beautiful
angels." Another friend exclaimed,
"I wish I wasn't restricted by this
primitive language in attempting to
convey to you what it was like to be
there," when asked what it was like
to be there. Both passed out right
after and soiled themselves.
As I sat there looking at my two
friends lying in their own decrepit
filth, I realized that they had gone
through a transformation that I will
regret missing for the rest of my
life. I reminisced back to my childhood, when I first heard Creed,
remembered what it was like. How,
like a record player stuck on a loop,
I sang the songs over and over out
loud until my parents would shout,
"What the hell is wrong with you?
Stop singing that damn song."
Well I now have a response to
that. I will never stop singing that
song or any Creed song because
they are awesome, and it is my eternal penance for missing them live. I
hope at least some of you didn't
make the same mistake that I did
and basked in the ethereal glow of
the voice of a generation.
NICK ROTH is a sophomore
in English. E-mail comments to letters@TheTigerNews.com.

and chalet in the Swiss Alps. Give him his best-director
Oscar for "The Pianist." Then give him his day in court to
face the music.
Polanski is a fugitive from justice and has been for
more than three decades. Correct me if I'm wrong, but
fugitives are supposed to get arrested, right? Either the
answer is yes, or "Cops" has been deceiving us all these
years.
This is the American Justice System, not "Mafia Wars"
or "Grand Theft Auto." We are not talking about some
video game where one of the objectives is to get one over
on the police and judicial system. You are not awarded
points in real life for committing crimes, admitting crimes
and eluding authorities. Just because he successfully
avoided authorities for more than 30 years does not mean
Polanski should be rewarded with nullifying the criminal
penalties for his crime.
Defendants do not get to handpick the punishments
they think they deserve — or disregard the punishments
they do deserve. What kind of society would exist if child
rapists got to choose the consequences for their actions?
Think about it. That is essentially what Polanski would
have done if he was released from Swiss custody back into
free society. Judges and juries exist for a reason. Our country's judicial system is not a game show, and convicted
defendants do not get to play "Pick Your Punishment."
The question of a convicted criminal being returned to face
sentencing for his crime shouldn't even be a question.
Roman Polanski is a convicted criminal and a fugitive, and as such, he should be returned to U.S. authorities
to face the consequences for his admitted criminal acts.
What kind of message would we be sending to young
women and young men who are victims of sexual assault
if Polanski is allowed to run wild for three decades, be
captured at long last and then allowed to go free? Society
can not afford to be blinded by a confessed child rapist's
accomplishments. Accomplishments would shield neither you nor me from the legal consequences of criminal
actions. Is Polanski better than any other person who
breaks a law? As remarkable as Polanski's work may be,
awards, accolades and applause should never be used as an
excuse to circumvent justice.

REESE HUFFMAN

Guest Columnist

Yesterday, I stumbled upon the opinion of Susan
Jane Gilman in a National Public Radio online
article commentary titled, "However Great His
Talent, Polanski Is Still Guilty." My first reaction to
Gilman's article was, "Finally! It's about time I read an
editorial concerning Roman Polanski where somebody
showed a little common sense." At a time when I was
suffocating beneath the growing demand for Polanski's
unconditional release, the article came as a breath of fresh
air. So, thank you, Susan Jane Gilman. I was beginning to
think that Nancy Grace was the only person not blinded by
Polanski's career achievements.
Prior to the public outcry demanding Polanski's
release, I was most disgusted by an abcnews.com article
titled, "Legal Expert Says Polanski Arrest 'Doesn't Make
Any Sense.'" The legal expert in question is UCLA Law
Professor Peter Arenella. This article reduces Polanski's
despicable crime to "a tryst with a 13-year-old girl"—as if
that would be acceptable. Arenella also opined that pursuing a "one-time offender" didn't "make a lot of sense."
Really? I wasn't aware that we lived in a society that
granted its inhabitants a "First Crime Free" pass. Further,
unless Polanski and Arenella have spent their entire lives
attached at the...uh, hip...Arenella can not verify that
Polanski is a "one-time offender."
Polanski drugged and raped a child. Despite that fact,
Polanski proponents continue to flock to his defense in
staggering numbers. I cannot for the life of me understand
the demands by Woody Allen, Penelope Cruz, Martin
Scorsese and many others that Polanski be released immediately. If anyone is willing to try to explain that perspective to me, I will try to suppress disgust and disbelief long
enough to listen.
All of this "Free Polanski" nonsense makes me want to
throw up in my mouth. Cinematic genius or not, Polanski
is a confessed child rapist, and there isn't a single movie,
or a million movies, for that matter, that he can direct that
will negate that fact. Give him his glory, fame and transREESE HUFFMAN is a guest columnist. E-mail comments to
continental admiration ..Give him European career success . letters@TlieTigej;NeiWs.£Qiu,x . ril lr,0„„ „*., ir> „n„linm.,
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I hate when professors cancel
class an hour before it starts.

Stupid muddy hills and the
whole falling thing....

Fall break...I vote it needs to
be longer.

Why do audience members
at Mock Turtle Soup even try
to be funny?

There should be more practice rooms at Brooks for people that actually play piano.

Why do blazor wearing,
khaki sporting organizations take over our tables at
Harcombe?

I hate when people don't
pay attention in class, then five
minutes later ask me to completely redo a lecture for them.

Tevas vs. Chacos...Tevas rule!
Intramurals just need help.

Want to rant? Send your
rants to
letters@thetigernews.com.

PAWS UP, PAWS DOWN
A Kansas man awaiting trial for stealing an estimated
$88,000 from his employer to support his addiction to
scratch-off lottery tickets, learned that he has won the
lottery and will receive a prize of $96,000. The money
will be used to repay the stolen funds.

Carolyn and Sean Savage received a shock after recently
learning that the fertility treatments Mrs. Savage had
received were successful, but that she had accidentally
been implanted with the wrong embryo.

A Virginia woman found a stranger passed out in her
bed drunk upon returning home one night. Police showed
up to arrest a 34-year-old man...who happened to be a
member of the U.S. Capitol Police force.

The Wisconsin Tourism Federation recently changed its
name after realizing its initials spelled out a well-known
acronym. WTF, Wisconsin?

Tufts University has implemented a new guest policy with
a section that bars students from engaging in sexual
activity while a roommate is present.

A 91 1 dispatcher fielded a fire call from his next door
neighbor that his own house was on fire.

(for changing)

INSIDE
Fantasy Football tips from
Kevin Thomas
PageC5
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Rockin' the John
Clemson basketball teams set to showcase their talent for students and fans.
BRANDON BOATWRIGHT
SPORTS EDITOR

We did it last year when the Blue Devils came
to visit. We did it last year when Trevor Booker
rocked the rim against Maryland. We did it when
the Lady Tigers carried a six-game winning streak
early in the year. It's time to do it again. It's time
to Rock the 'John.
Clemson will host its second annual "Rock the
'John" event tomorrow, Saturday, Oct. 16 at 8
p.m. in Littlejohn Coliseum. The event will officially kick off the 2009-2010 campaign for both
the men's and women's basketball teams. This
year's event promises to be even more exciting
than last year's, featuring a plethora of promotions, prizes and entertainment for students, faculty and families.
Those attending Rock the 'John will be treated
to performances from the Air Elite Dunkers from
Atlanta, Ga. If you haven't seen or heard of them,
It is advisable you to Youtube them as soon as
you reach a computer. The Clemson cheerleaders, Rally Cats and Tiger Band will also perform.
One lucky fan in attendance will have a chance
to win a brand new car. Another will have the
opportunity to shoot for $25,000. And, as if
that wasn't enough, fans will have a chance to
go home with a new Clemson scooter, an iPod
Touch, a home entertainment package and an
ESPN GameDay package.
The event will also mark the first chance for
students and fans to meet and greet the men's
and women's basketball teams this year. Head
coaches Christy McKinney and Oliver Purnell
will address the crowd and offer their expectations for the upcoming season prior to holding
a short scrimmage session for each squad. At the
conclusion of the event, the teams will be available for an autograph session on the concourse
level.
It's an exciting event that will showcase one
of the top teams in the country in Coach Purnell's team. The Tigers are coming off a 23-9
(9-7 ACC) season where the Tigers once again
reached the NCAA Tournament. After falling
in the first round to Michigan, Clemson fans,
coaches and players were left with a bitter taste in
their mouth for a long off-season. But the Tigers
look forward to this season with high hopes, returning three starters and bringing in one of the
best recruiting classes ever by a Clemson team.
Booker, David Potter and Karolis Petrukonis
return for their senior stints on the hardwood as
Tigers. Ushering in a new era of Clemson basketball, freshmen Donte Hill, Noel Johnson and
Devin Booker look to make an immediate impact
on the court. Joining them as a new member to
the 2009-2010 Clemson basketball team is Milton Jennings of Summerville, S.C. Jennings, a
McDonald's AU-American, is an athletic versatile

Get off
your knees
ref, you Ye
blowing the
game
Ronnie
Krankowski
columnist

Trevor Booker goes up against his teammates in the annual scrimmage. The purple and orange game
is the main feature in the nighfs festivities and is always well attended.
forward with the capability to shoot the ball exr
tremely well. He is the highest ranked talent to
enter Clemson under Coach Purnell and the first
McDonald's All-American to play for the Tigers
since Sharone Wright in 1991.
The Tigers are set to play host to ACC pow-

ers like Duke, North Carolina and Maryland
among others as well as a stiff out of conference
schedule including the Gamecocks of South
Carolina and the Fighting Illini of Illinois in the
see ROCK THE JOHN page C5

On Saturday Oct. 3rd Mike Watson wrongfully felt the need to insert
himself into a Georgia vs. LSU game
after Georgia wide receiver A.J. Green
made an astonishing go ahead touchdown catch with a minute left in the
game. In blissful despair, Green proceeded to jump on his teammates as
they expressed their exuberance by
giving him hugs. For those of you
who don't know who Mike Watson is,
he is the referee that called the excessive celebration penalty on Green that
would cost his team the game. Congrats Mike, you have achieved your
ultimate goal. The public now knows
who you are and what you stand for.
The excessive celebration penalty
had the Bulldogs kicking off from
their own 15 rather than the 30
which lead to favorable field position for LSU and enabled them to a
victory. According to the NCAA rule
9-2 section D, an excessive celebration penalty can be inclined to any
delayed, excessive, prolonged or choreographed act by which a player attempts to focus attention upon himself. Based on what I and a crowd of
90,000 people, the only one that was
looking for attention was the referee,
Mike Watson.
As fans, we expect players and
coaches to have a decisive impact on
the game, not the referee. Watson felt
the need to prove a point that he is
in charge and that referees can decide
the outcome of a game.
He was willing to prove this point
even though it would result in the
heartbreak of a 19-year-old college
sophomore. The fact that I can tell
you the first and last name of a college football referee is quite frankly
see REFEREE page C4

Volleyball's biggest fan, Lee, redefines dedication
RYAN LAUNIUS
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Clemson fan Andrew Lee makes the drive from his home in Toccoa, Ga.,
every chance he gets to watch the volleyball team compete.

Anyone who has ever been to a Clemson Women's
Volleyball game knows Andrew Lee. With his constant
whoops through a pawprint-studded megaphone, his
unique sunglasses and his always-animated cheering, Mr.
Lee consistently finds a way to pump up the home team
while standing out in the bleachers.
Lee grew up in South Korea and had no ties to
Clemson University prior to attending his first Clemson
Volleyball game in 2002. But even without any youthful
history at the school, Lee finds time even with his job,
recruiting for Georgia Mountain Christian Academy, to
make the one-hour drive from his home in Toccoa, Ga.
for almost every single volleyball game of the season.
While some alumni have troubles even making the drive
to Clemson for the six home football games, Lee tries his
best to go to all 16 home volleyball games.
People who believe that it is not worth the time to
drive for all of those volleyball games do not know
the type of person that Lee is. Formerly a pastor of his
church, Andrew Lee was forced into retirement due to a
combination of high blood pressure, diabetes and a tragic
stroke that he suffered. Even with all of these obstacles,
Lee manages to find it in him to be a passionate and spirited fan for our Lady Tigers week-in and week-out.

But what could cause someone who did not attend
(nor has any relatives attending) this school to be such a
lively and hardcore fan for Clemson University? To put
it simply, the answer is the southern hospitality that our
campus tries so hard to convey.
When Lee was driving his family home from Westminster in the fall of 2002, his car died late in the night
after a stop at Lake Hartwell. Clueless about how to fix
his vehicle, Lee and his family waited until someone was
compassionate enough to stop and help them out.
After hearing a description of the problems that the
Lee's car was undergoing, the friendly stranger quickly
realized what was wrong with the car. It was a simple
battery failure. The stranger hooked up the battery leads
and jumped the broken down automobile without any
trouble.
When most people receive such an act of kindness,
they would say a simple "thank you" and move on with
their lives. Lee, however, is not like most people. In fact,
Mr. and Mrs. Lee were so happy, they wanted to find
some way to repay the amicable man.
They learned that the stranger was a student from
Clemson University heading down to Toccoa to see his
girlfriend. It was then and there that Lee decided he
would have to pay his first ever visit to Clemson.
see ANDREW LEE page C5
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Thanksgiving on the Lake
Featuring...
Roast Turkey with Pecan &
Wild Mushroom Stuffing
Baked Ham with a Honey Glaze

Prime Rib with Horseradish Sauce
Crab & Oyster Fritters
Grilled Salmon with Lemon & Capers

Reservations recommended 656-7444
Three Seatings: 11:00 a.m., 12:30 p.m. & 1:45 p.m.
$24.95 per person

Tuesday Nights - Shrimp, Grits & Suds

Friday Nights - Prime Rib

A variety of grits and toppings
Featuring Shrimp & Grits
Entree, vegetables, salad bar and dessert
Draft beer specials with buffet
from 5:00-8:00 p.m.
$14.95 per person

Served with baked potato, salad
& vegetable of the day
Full dinner menu is also available
$16.95 per person

Located at the Madren Conference Center, Seasons accepts Paw Points, TigerStripe, cash and credit!!

Call 656-7444 for more information

CLEMSONAREA TRANSIT
'X

Save the Planet.
www.catbus.com • 864-654-CATS (2287)
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Tigers look to save their season
Game against Wake Forest will set the tone for the rest of 2009 and Dabo's first year.
Clemson has only two rushing touchdowns this
season. Only CJ Spiller's score against TCU was
inside the red zone.
When the Tigers get inside of the 20 against
Wake Forest, they must knock the smaller Wake
Forest defensive line off the ball. Negative yardage plays have killed the Tigers red zone momentum. Clemson has faced too many third and long
situations deep in their opponent's territory.
A more physical running game will give Kyle
Parker more opportunities to find open receivers using play-action passes. Parker needs to
have more time to throw but he also must have
enough confidence to get rid of the ball. Hopefully, a stronger rushing attack will help Parker
do both. The receiving corps must step up as
well.
Marquan Jones has shown promise but has not
generated enough big plays when the Tigers really need them. Xavier Dye is a talented receiver,
but the Tigers need him to contribute when he
gets playing time. Dye's height is desperately
needed in a receiving corps that is not only lacking in receptions but also in height.
Ford is the only receiver to have more than
10 catches. He leads the team with 25. Marquan
Jones has just six receptions on the season. Michael Palmer and Spiller are the only other Tigers
with more than 10 catches. The receivers must
step up.
Clemson's advantages will be the strength of
their defense and special teams. The Tiger's pass
rushers have done a good job of putting pressure
on quarterbacks this season. Richard Jackson has
been inconsistent, but he has proven he has the
ability to hit from 50 plus yards.
The Tigers will have an advantage in the return game. Ford and Spiller force opponents to
change their strategy.
But the Tigers biggest advantage might lie in
the crowd. Wake Forest has yet to win on the
road this season. Riley Skinner is experienced,
but Memorial Stadium could be a factor for his
less seasoned teammates. Both teams have a lot
to lose and will be ready to play at noon.
Right now, Wake Forest is a better team than
the Tigers, but it may not be by much. The Deacons have not faced a defense of Clemson's caliber, when it plays well this season. The Tigers are
also coming off a bye week and may have Spiller
healthier than he has been since the start of the
season. The desperation factor is also high for
Clemson.
In a close game, however, Riley Skinner's experience will likely be the key for the Deacons.
On Saturday, they will win, but it will be a fight.

ANDREW BAKER
STAFF WRITER

Spiller's performance aside, the Tigers offense has looked anemic in their three losses, Dabo
looks to turn the offense around against a tough ACC opponent in Wake Forest.
(TBA)

09/05/09 vs. Mid Tennessee (W 37-14)

10/24/09 at Miami

09/10/09 at Georgia Tech

10/31 /09 vs. Coastal Carolina(TBA)

(L 30-27)

09/19/09 vs. Boston College (W 25-7)

11 /07/09 vs. Florida State

(TBA)

09/26/09 vs.TCU

(L 14-10)

11 /14/09 at N.C. State

(TBA)

10/03/09 at Maryland

(L 24-21)

11/21/09 vs.Virginia

(TBA)

10/17/09 vs. Wake Forest

(12 p.m.)

II /28/09 at South Carolina (TBA)

Dabo Swinney's honeymoon is officially over.
What little patience Tiger fans had with Swinney
ended with the loss to Maryland. Now, the task
for Swinney is to get the Tigers back into contention for the Atlantic Division. Winning the
Atlantic Division is by no means out of the question. Four of the six teams in the division have
two or more conference losses. The current challenge is Wake Forest, one of the two teams with
a single loss. Of late, the Deacons have found a
potent passing game.
Wake Forest's Riley Skinner is the most experienced quarterback in the ACC. Skinner has
started since the 2006 season and won an ACC
championship as a redshirt freshman. But it appeared going into this season that Skinner would
be more or less a game manager for Wake Forest.
At the end of the 2008 season, Wake Forest
shifted from a spread passing game to a runbased offense. Early struggles this season running the ball brought Wake Forest back to a
passing attack, and Skinner is posting the best
numbers of his career.
In three ACC games, Skinner has thrown for
1,075 yards and nine touchdowns. In the first
two games of the season, he only managed 330
yards and threw four interceptions. Wake's offense is peaking, but the Tigers might catch a
break facing the Deacon's defense.
A year ago, Wake Forest had a talented veteran defense that produced four NFL draft picks
last spring. The rebuilt Deacon's defense ranks
ninth in the ACC in yards allowed at 361 yards
per game. In ACC play, the Deacon's opponents
have scored nearly 28 points per game.
The Tigers, on the other hand, have an anemic
offense but have been strong defensively and on
special teams. Clemson must find a way to put
points on the board that aren't scored by Jacoby
Ford or C.J. Spiller. Ford and Spiller have accounted for nine of the Tiger's 11 touchdowns.
Four of their touchdowns were on kick or punt
returns.
Clemson must score more touchdowns, especially inside of their opponent's 20-yard line.
Maryland came back, in part, because of Clemson's missed opportunities to score touchdowns
in the first half. To correct these flaws, the Tigers
will need a better performance from all of their
offensive units.
Kyle Parker's play has been lacking, but the
bigger problem is the inability of the running
game to score in the red zone and be physical.

Career firsts achieved as cross
country earns pair of runner-ups
BRETT MILLS
STAFF WRITER

Sophomore Kim Ruck ran the race of her life en
route to capturing the women's individual championship at the Charlotte Invitational late Friday afternoon
at McAlpine Creek Park, leading the Clemson women's
cross country team to a runner-up finish. The men's
team also finished second in new Distance Coach Brad
Herbster's return to Charlotte, where he had previously
been coach for more than six seasons.
The individual title was a career-first for the Greer native Ruck, who set a personal-best 5K time of 17:02.4,
finishing ahead of hometown favorite and defending Atlantic-10 champion Amanda Goetschius. It was also the
second individual championship for the Clemson women's cross country team this year, as sophomore Kelsey
Armstrong finished first in the Gamecock Invitational
to open the season.
Armstrong continued her good works in her debut
season with the program, finishing fifth in the individual standings. She has been one of Clemson's top two
finishers in all three meets on the season, and her final
time of 17:32.5 was also a personal-best on a 5K course.
Despite PRs by both Ruck and Armstrong, however,
the Lady Tigers fell just short in the team competition,
their tally of 55 points falling just eight points short
of hometown Charlotte's total of 47. Lauren Reen, a
freshman from Orlando, Fla., was the team's number
three scorer with a PR time of 17:57.1, good enough
for twelfth-place. Also scoring for Clemson was junior
Stephanie Buffo (18th - 18:17.7) and sophomore Alyssa
Kulik (22nd - 18:23.9).
Charlotte also carried the men's competition with a
total of 62 points, while Clemson finished second with

eighty-nine. The Tigers' top five scorers finished
within 50 seconds of each other in the 8K race, their
first team competition at that distance this season.
Charlotte native Jonathan Sunde was the top
scorer for Clemson on Friday, finishing twelfth overall with a time of 25:23.3. Chad Holt posted the
number two score for the Tigers with a sixteenthplace showing and a time of 25:36.3. Chris Slate's
time of 25:43.5 earned him nineteenth, while Tyler
Morey finished twenty-first with a time of 25:49.4.
Freshman Blake Kennedy rounded out the top five,
crossing the finish line at 26:11.7, good enough for
thirty-first-place.
The men's and women's cross country teams were
both moved into the latest regional rankings compiled by the U.S. Track and Field and Cross Country
Coaches' Association (USTTCCCA), the organization announced last Monday. The women's team sits
at the 12-spot while the men's squad is ranked fifteenth in the Southeast Region.
Both the men and the women, who opted not to
compete in the Furman Invitational last weekend,
will return to action on Friday, Oct. 16 in Boone,
N.C, for the Blue Ridge Open. The course is the
Kennedy Trails course at State Farm Fields.
After the Blue Ridge open this weekend, the Tigers
will prepare for the ACC Championships on Halloween in Cary, N.C, at WakeMed Soccer Park.
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Conference woes continue
Early second half goal by Miami leads to another tough road loss.
DAYTON RIDDLE
STAFF WRITER

The Lady Tiger soccer team had a
rough night down in Florida as the
Miami Hurricanes walked away with
a home victory on Friday night. This
marked the fifth consecutive loss for
the Lady Tigers in ACC play as they
have yet to record a victory in the
toughest soccer conference in the
country. The play of the Lady Tigers
should be commended as they played
hard from start to finish, recording 12
shots on goal and forcing the Miami
keeper, Vikki Alonzo, into making
four solid saves. The Clemson keeper
Paula Pritzen was also able to keep 11
of 13 shots out of the Clemson net,
but it was the two that she could not
handle that made the difference in the
game.
Miami's Britney Steinbruch broke
the tie in the sixteenth minute with a
rocket of a shot from about 15 yards
out to place the Hurricanes in the lead
early. However, the Lady Tigers did
not give up and were consistently attacking forward. It is this desire that
that the Lady Tigers need in order to
grow and develop as the game progressed. The Lady Tigers fired eight

shots that period compared to just
four for Miami. Even though they
looked to be a side that was more dangerous, the half time whistle ended at
1-0 to the Hurricanes.
The second half was more of a formality as Miami outshot the Lady
Tigers nine to four. The Tigers did
have several good chances, but any
hope of coming back in the game was
ended quickly as the Hurricane's Beverly Goebel scored in the 47th minute
with a great looper over keeper Pritzen's head into the back of the net.
The play had a great high through
ball sent over the Clemson defense
which put Goebel one on one against
the Lady Tiger keeper and a great shot
ended the Tiger's hope of a comeback.
The goal, coming so early in the
second half, was a cruel way to start
as the Tigers had made good inroads
in the first half. It is clear that the
goal almost knocked the wind out of
the Lady Tigers and gave them little
hope of coming out of Miami with a
victory. The Lady Tigers face number
eight Florida State at home on Thursday night and should look to this as a
chance to show the entire ACC that
Riggs Field is not a place that teams
should look for a victory.

Men's soccer
downed by Eagles
BECCA CARTER
STAFF WRITER

Marking the sixth meeting between
ACC rivals the Clemson Tigers and
the Boston College Eagles, the Eagles
toppled the Tigers 2-0 last Friday
night in Boston. With the win, the
Eagles now lead the series 3-2-1 and
boost their overall record to 6-6 and
2-2 in the ACC. Clemson falls to a
2-7-1 season record and a 1-3 record
in the ACC.
Two freshmen paved the way for
the Boston victory. Early in the first
half, the Eagle's Kevin Mejia netted a
goal after Clemson goalkeeper, Joseph
Bendik, deflected it. Bendik blocked
senior Mor Avi Hanan's penalty kick
for Boston College, but Mejia quickly
responded to the Tiger deflection, giving the Eagles the 1 -0 lead at the half.
In the last 45 minutes of the game,
Clemson seniors Greg Eckhardt and
Nathan Thornton pounded Boston's
goalie, Justin Luthy, with an array of
action shots, but the Tigers were unable to rally back and score a goal.
The Eagles carefully executed a

late second half play to bump their
lead to 2-0. Prompted by a Clemson
foul, freshman Charlie Rugg received
a 20-yard pass from teammate Kyle
Bekker out in front of the goal. Rugg
redirected the assist to sink a six-yard
shot guided by his right foot and past
Clemson's Bendik.
On that night, Bendik totaled seven
saves, bringing his season total to 44.
The goalkeeper now boasts a career
total of 240 saves, which places him at
the sixth spot in Clemson career history for goals saved. Thornton leads
the Tiger offense with a respectable
four goals and one assist on the season for nine points. Also teammates
Mike Mattson, a transfer from UCF
and Austin Savage have netted two
goals apiece on the season. Rounding out the Clemson offensive board
for the season are Tommy Drake, Eric
Cava and Riley Sumpter, who have
each scored one goal. The Tigers will
pounce on opponent Maryland this
Friday, Oct. 16 for their next action.
Clemson hosts the anticipated ACC
battle at Historic Riggs Field.

««

week of
10/16-10/23
CROSS COUNTRY
Friday 10/16
Blue Ridge Open
3 p.m.
Boone, N.C.

MEN'S SOCCER
Leading scorer, freshman Maddy Elder, speaks with Coach Strosberg. Elder
and the rest of the team are still searching for their first ACC win.

NEED A JOB?
STRAIGHTEN YOUR SMILE
BYTHEENDOFTHEYEAR!
.

i

SIX MONTH

SMILES

Huskies to an electric 17-play, 76yard scoring drive, scrambling for a
two-yard touchdown plunge against
BYU with just two seconds left in
the game. He didn't toss the ball into
the stands, nor did he spike it. He
simply tossed it up into the air. The
call resulted in a 15-yard penalty on
the extra point where it was blocked
and the Huskies lost the game by one
point.
A football player is built on emotion. In order for a football player
to succeed at his job, it is essential
for him to be ecstatic. Football is a
physically demanding sport that requires a keen emotional state. It is
ridiculous to ask a player to extricate
that emotion after scoring a go ahead
touchdown in front of 90,000 fans
and millions of other viewers. College football players have dreamed of
making the game winning catch since
they were little kids. It's a dream that
builds up inside for numerous years,
and it's only human nature to show
happiness and joy once they finally
make the dream come true.

Friday 10/16
Maryland
7 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.
Tuesday 10/20
Furman
7 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.
Friday 10/23
Duke
7 p.m.
Durham, N.C.

& COSMETIC DENTISTRY

Adult Cosmeth I

First impressions are irreversible. By achieving a
beautiful, healthy smile through Six Month Smiles™
you're ensuring that no matter the situation, be it
that crucial job interview, or a night out with friends,
your impressions will be flawless.
Imagine, by graduation, your smile can equip you
with confidence for the real world. The power < '
gleaming grin boosts even the best resumes!

MEN'S TENNIS
Friday-Monday 10/16-19
Regional Indoor Qualifier
All Day
Chapel Hill, N.C.

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Sunday 10/18
Duke
2 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.
Thursday 10/22
Maryland
7 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.

REFEREE from page Cl
embarrassing. During the critical excessive celebration call, I must have
heard the name Mike Watson at least
10 times from the CBS announcers.
For some reason it also seems necessary to let the audiences know before
the game the names of each referee.
Why do we, as fans, need to know the
names of the people calling the game?
When is the last time you heard a fan
root for the referee? It's absurd.
Referees should be respected because their jobs are tough, but when
television networks start talking
about the referees on the air like, they
are part of the game it builds an ego.
It builds an ego in referees like Mike
Watson who believe they can be more
important than the game. Their ego
then develops into a divine sense of
power.
Watson isn't the only one who has
no understanding for the passion
involved in college football. Referee Larry Farina made an excessive
celebration call against Washington
quarterback Jake Locker for tossing
the ball into the air after he led the

■mm

WOMEN'S TENNIS

Call for your FREE consultation with Dr. Hardy
PLUS receive $500 off the cost of
Six Month Smiles™ cosmetic braces!
Receive a FREE whitening kit, valued at $300.
Six Month Smiles™ adult cosmetic braces work in
six months or less!
We also do veneers, Lumineers™ and Zoom! Whiteningm

m Cornerstone
k^J

DENTISTRY

Dale A. Hardy, DMD • 864-222-9001
www.cornerstonesmiles.com

Wednesday-Tuesday 10/21 -26
ITA South East Champsionship
All Day
Winston-Salem, N.C.

VOLLEYBALL
Saturday 10/17
Virginia Tech
4 p.m.
Blacksburg, Va.
Tuesday 10/20
Charlotte
7 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.
Friday 10/23
Duke
7 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.
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SPORTS

FANTASY FOOTBALL DO'S AND DON'TS
Ifs four weeks into the Fantasy Football season. After last weeks tips your team should be at the start of a winning streak
If you need more help, here are some tips for week five of the Fantasy Football season brought to you by staff writer Kevin Thomas.

QUARTERBACK

zrmm
Aaron Rodgers QB Packers vs.
Lions
Rodgers has developed into one of
the best QB's in the league with some
solid receivers around him. Rodgers has
started off this season strong and I look
for him to continue that this week I
mean come on, he's playing the Lions.

Sm
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Donovan McNabb QB Eagles at
Raiders
McNabb returned to the lineup last
Sunday and looked like his old self out
there. Look for him to keep it up this
Sunday against a Raiders defense that
surrendered big play after big play to
the Giants.
Sleeper: Jason Campbell QB
Redskins vs. Chiefs
I know that Campbell has not been
playing too well so far this season, but
I just have a feeling that he will have a
breakout game this weekend against
a Chiefs team that surrendered big
numbers to Tony Romo a week ago.

Brett Favre QB Vikings vs.
Ravens
Favre is off to a solid start so far this
season, but this week he goes up against
a Ravens defense that will be angry after
their last minute loss to the Bengals.
Mark Sanchez QB Jets vs. Bills
Sanchez is having a solid rookie
campaign up to this point, but this
week he goes up against a stingy Bills
pass defense.

RUNNING
BACK
Rashard Mendenhall RB Steelers
vs. Browns
This kid is a player and he's proved it
the past two weeks in the absence of
Willie Parker who is out for the season.
He will keep it rolling this week against
the Browns.

ANDREW LEE frompageCl
A few days later, Andrew Lee was sitting in Jervey Gym to take in his first
Clemson volleyball game. He found himself rooting for the Tigers solely because of
the nice man who had helped him earlier
that week. After watching the game, Lee
met the volleyball coach, Jolene Jordan
Hoover, and was so enthralled with her
kindness that he decided to officially begin calling himself a fan of the Clemson
Tigers.
As a true Clemson fan, Lee made it a
personal habit to continue his loyal attendance of the Clemson Volleyball games.
Always sitting on the opponent's side, opposite of the bench, Lee puts the fear of
the Tiger into visiting volleyball squads
from all over the country.
The fans in attendance may love the
enthusiasm that Lee provides, but no one
appreciates his devoted presence more
than the home team themselves. Every
game, Lee is there making noise through
a pawprint-emblazoned megaphone that
Jolene Jordan Hoover personally made for
him.
Despite living in the heart of Dawg
Country, Lee swears his allegiance to
Clemson's Orange and Purple. Andrew
Lee is constantly questioned about his
chance loyalty towards the Tigers by
neighbors, coworkers and his own son,
who attends the University of Georgia in

Cedric Benson RB Bengals vs.
Texans
Last week Benson became the first
player to rush for more than 100 yards
against the Ravens in a long time. Look
for him to cross the century mark again
this week against the Texans.
Sleeper: Knowshon Moreno RB
Broncos at Chargers
Moreno has had a solid start to his career
and I think he will have a breakout game
this Monday against a Chargers defense
that could not contain Mendenhall two

weeks ago.

Vincent Jackson WR Chargers
vs. Broncos
Jackson will be going up against one
of the best comers in the league in
Champ Bailey who will absolutely shut
him down.
Hines Ward WR Steelers vs.
Browns
rt's not that I think the Browns can
stop Ward, it's just that I think the cold
weather will force the Steelers to focus
more on the running game this Sunday

TIGHT END
Steve Slaton RB Texans at
Bengals
I don't know if you have realized it or
not, but these are not the Bengals of old,;
they actually have a defense, and I expect
them to shut down Slaton this Sunday
Matt Forte RB Bears at Falcons
I know that Forte has the ability to catch
out of the backfeld as well as running
ability but for some reason I just have
a feeling that the Falcons will be able to
contain him Sunday night

WIDE
RECEIVER

Tony Gonzalez TE Falcons vs.
Bears
Gonzalez has been a huge addition to
the Falcon offense by providing a safety
net for Matt Ryan. I expect the Bears
to try and take away the deep ball
to Roddy White, so look for Ryan to
find Gonzalez underneath the coverage
several times.
Sleeper: Kellen Winslow TE
Buccaneers vs. Panthers
Wnslow caught two TD passes last
Sunday and he appears to be the favorite
target of Josh Johnson.

zrmm
Santana Moss WR Redskins vs.
Chiefs
I predict Campbell to have a big day
and if he does, this is the guy he will
be throwing to. Moss will chew up the
Chiefs pass defense that gave up 250
yards and twoTD's to Miles Austin last
Sunday
Brandon Marshall WR Broncos
at Chargers
It appears that all the off the field issues
are behind Marshall, and he has been
coming up huge for the Broncos this
season, scoring big touchdowns the past
two games.
Sleeper: Donnie Avery WR
Rams at Jaguars
The Jaguars were absolutely shredded
by the Seahawks last week in the passing
game, and they are going up against the
Rams this Sunday Basically Avery is the
best recewer the Rams have, so there is
a chance he puts up numbers this week

nearby Athens.
Because he is such a devoted Clemson
fan, Lee also frequents women's tennis
matches for Clemson. Hardly anything
can make him miss a volleyball or women's
tennis match, short of the events interfering with his church service on Saturdays.
Lee has even made it to away games,
such as attending a volleyball game in
Columbia against the University of South
Carolina Gamecocks. Because he made
so much noise with the gift that Coach
Hoover gave him, a security officer walked
up to Lee and asked that he put the megaphone into his car for the rest of the game.
The officer followed Lee out of the stands
and asked that he not return to the game
once he had left the gym.
This just shows that even the Gamecocks are aware that Lee has the dangerous
ability of being able to pump up the Tiger
volleyball team.
Last season, Lee cheered on the Lady
Tigers to their first regular season ACC
title in the eight years that he had been in
attendance of the games.
It may have been seniors Danielle Hepburn, Lia Proctot and Jeannette Abbot
who led the Tigers on the floor, but Lee
was always letting his presence be known
in the stands.
With the constant movement of his
megaphone and a Howard Dean-esque
"YEAHH!" yell while the visiting teams
serve, Lee can help to swing the mo-

Tony Scheffler TE Broncos at
Chargers
The Chargers get to go up against
arguably the best TE in the league
in practice everyday in the form of
Antonio Gates. I expect
the Chargers to have
Scheffler well covered all
day Sunday

Sleeper: Jason Elam K Falcons
vs. Bears
ft is likely that Elam will be kicking the
ball through the uprights several times
Sunday night

Sebastian Janikowski K Raiders
vs. Eagles
I do not think the Raiders will put
many points on the board, therefore, no
chances for Janikowski.

DEFENSE/
SPECIAL
TEAMS

zrmm
Philadelphia Eagles D/ST at
Raiders
The Raiders are anemic on offense, while
the Eagles have one of the best defenses
in the league.
Sleeper New England Patriots
D/ST vs. Titans
TheTrtans have done nothing offensively
so far this year Why should they start
now?

Tennessee Titans D/ST at
Patriots
The Colts dominated the Titans on
Monday night Expect Tom Brady to find
his rhythm with Wes Welker and Randy
Moss again this week and do the same.

KICKER
ermm
Neil Rackers
K Cardinals
at Seahawks
Expect the Cardinals to
score a lot against the
Seahawks, which means
lots of opportunities for
Packers.

mentum of the game into the favor of
Clemson.
Because of Lee's attendance at the volleyball games, the event can be taken as
a completely different atmosphere. Fans
feel free to make noise and become animated in the stands just because Lee sets
the attitude in the gym.
Lee's constant presence at the volleyball games is great for the team, and he
never would have become a Clemson fan
had one of our fellow pupils not shown
the southern hospitality that has come to
be expected from the people of Clemson
University. The Clemson student could
have saved time and seen his gitlfriend
sooner had he not stopped to help out
the Lee family. By stopping and fixing
Lee's car, that student had an adverse and
positive effect on not only Lee's life, but
also the livelihood of the Clemson Volleyball program.
Mr. Lee has been an asset to our school
and the non-profit sporting events that
he attends all because someone wearing orange and purple stopped to help
him when he was in a tough situation.
So, next time you are wearing anything
Clemson outside of Pickens County, just
know that you are always representing
this great University. Be nice to those
around you, and make sure you give assistance when it is needed. After all, you
never know if you might be helping out
the next Andrew Lee.

ROCK THE JOHN frompageCl
Big-10/ACC competition. The Tigers' first matchup
will be against Francis Marion on Nov. 6 in an exhibition. The season will officially start when the Blue Hose
of Presbyterian College rolls into Littlejohn on Nov. 13.
The Lady Tigers will look to improve on a 14-17 (212 ACC) record last year. Head Coach Christy McKinney's squad returns four seniors Christy Brown, Morganne Campbell, Lele Hardy and April Parker. Hardy, a
Spartanburg, S.C. native, led the Lady Tigers in scoring
(16.2 ppg), rebounding (8.4 rbg), steals (106), threepoint field goals (40), free throws (91) and minutes
played (31.1 pg).
She was named the MVP of the Husky Classic last
year after averaging a double-double in the two games
she played. One fresh face joins the Lady Tigers' team
this year in freshman Keyrra Gillespie from Statesville,
N.C.
With only one freshman, the Lady Tigers are clearly an experienced squad poised for a run in the ACC.
Clemson will host Duke, Georgetown, Geotgia and
South Carolina among others this year.
Rock the 'John will be the perfect venue to get your
first glimpse into the two teams and have a little fun
while you're at it. The first 3,000 fans will receive a free
giveaway item. Team posters and schedule cards will also
be available. Emcee Jeremiah Dew (aka, J-Dew) will
host the event.
Students are encouraged to come to the IPTAY gate
and have their IPTAY cards ready to be scanned for rewards and prize opportunities.
Kick off the weekend with an exciting introduction
to the 2009-2010 basketball season prior to the Wake
Fotest football game on Saturday.
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GOING

ONNOW!

OPENING

ITS A BRAND
NEW, ALL NEW

RUGGED
WEARHOUSE

LOOK AT ALL THESE EXTRAORDINARY VALUES:
Boys Long Sleeve

QQ Men's

LAYERED TOPS

^^ POLAR FLEECE

Competitor's price up to $7-12

Boys Long Sleeve

Competitor's price up to $ 28

Girls

THERMALS

FASHION BOOTS

Competitor's price up to $7-12

Competitor's price up to $14.99-19.99

Men's

Juniors

WORKWEAR
WOVEN'S

ACTIVE YOGA

Competitor's price up to $24

FLEECE PANTS

Competitor's price up to $12.99

Missy's

FAMOUS BRAND NAME

Juniors

FASHION

THERMALS & TEES

PLAID TUNICS

Competitor's price up to $48

Competitor's price up to $19.99

Ladies

CAREER PANTS

Competitor's price up to $39.99

BODY PILLOWS

Competitor's price up to $19.99

Girls

Young Men's

SPECIALTY STORE
PANTS AND TOPS

s

GRAPHIC ZIP HOODS

Competitor's price
up to $20-32

Competitor's price up to $24

Junior

<-

HOLIDAY DRESSES
Competitor's price up to $24.99

Specialty Store Girls

Juniors

FASHION

PLAID TUNICS

HOODIES & FLEECE
JACKETS *% %Jk*%
Competitor's
rice up to
26-32

JHfc«l

^#
!■■

-

2~S1Q I

JEWELRY
BUYOUT

EARRINGS
"^ BRACELETS
% 'Wr NECKLACES
Competitor's price up to $14.95

Competitor's price up to $24.99

\3n^W3IIb<33^<Z^U®%Z)

RUGGED
OUSE
£ig rW&rMAs At- SkJ^g, UJ tym,

OfrrTT[ir^T^£T^

THIS IS JUST A SAMPLE OF OUR HUGE SELECTION
STORES JOINING IN THE CELEBRATION INCLUDE:

GREENVILLE
20 HAYW00D ROAD UNIT 3B

ANDERSON
BELVEDERE PLAZA

For Store Locations Please Visit www.Rugged Wearhouse.com

VISA
Savings compared to original specialty and department
store prices. While supplies last. Select styles and brands only.
Items shown may not represent actual merchandise. Quantities
are limited. Exact styles may vary from store to store.
Rugged Wearhouse reserves the right to limit quantities. No rain check.

Armageddon of the brain

TIMEQUT

SECTION

Orchestra
brings big
T»ME
Local
EL,SSA HITSON
M
f

talent

The Brooks Center
for the Performing
Arts will welcome
the East Coast
Chamber
Orchestra to the stage on
Thursday, Oct. 22 at 8 p.m.
as a part of the annual Utsey
Chamber Music Series.
Bringing together 15 of
the nation's most talented
and
accomplished
string
instrumentalists to perform
classical pieces without a
conductor, the event will feature
violas, violins, cellos and bass
instruments in works by Purcell,
Elgar, Britten and Tchaikovsky.
The East Coast Chamber
Orchestra (ECCO)
formed
in 2001, motivated by the
celebratory potential of music.
Uniquely,
the
ensemble
continues to fulfill its original
purpose of promoting organic
music-making by focusing on
the energizing sounds of the
instruments and performing
inventive interpretations of
classical pieces.
"The East Coast Chamber
Orchestra
combines
the

it

strength and power of a great
orchestral
ensemble
with
personal involvement and the
sensitivity of a superb chamber
group," said Lillian Harder,
Brooks Center Director. "This
is a combination that's second
to none."
Members of the ECCO hail
from all parts of the United
States, and many are graduates
of esteemed
conservatories
and music schools such as the
New England Conservatory,
the Juilliard School and the
Curtis and Peabody institutes of
music. Several of the orchestra's
musicians are soloists and
leading members of major
American ensembles, including
the Philadelphia Orchestra, the
Los Angeles Philharmonic, the
New York Philharmonic, the;
Chicago Symphony and the
Boston Symphony.
ECCO members have also
performed with other chamber
ensembles like the Los Angeles
Piano Quartet, the Silk Road
Ensemble, the Jupiter String
Quartet and the award-winning
Delancey Quartet.

TRAVIS TRAMPLESTHROUGH THE TRENDS/

o

T RAVIS

kay I'm going to have
to apologize because
I'm writing about
something that is not
trendy. In fact, today
I'll be discussing a specific culture.
This cultural movement is actually the
antithesis of being any bit hip, because
it's more about breaking free from
conformities and fighting off any sorts of
expectations.
That's right: the all too well known
hipster subculture. Actually, I think
making fun of hipsters is probably too
easy for my taste, since they make fun of
themselves by aiming to be ridiculous.
Of course, however, they feel they aren't
making fun of themselves because
regular folk just don't understand hipster
individuality and irony.
Anyway, it's a ripe conversation
because a truly hipster-inspired movie hits

the mainstream today, "Where the Wild
Things Are." If it wasn't hipster when
Spike Jonze became the director, (who,
among many other accomplishments,
wrote and directed "How They Get
There" about how lonely shoes end up
in the gutter), well then it definitely went
hipster when Karen O of the Yeah Yeah
Yeahs got to write the soundtrack I'm
not here to talk about the movie, though.
I'm here to talk about hipsters. They hate
that.
So for those of you that ask, "What
is a hipster?" I'll do my best to answer
— although it's more of something
you have to see to believe. And since
their sole purpose is to be spotted out
of a crowd, you'll know when you see
one. Basically, a hipster is a person who
inhabits urban centers (their Mecca is
Williamsburg, Brooklyn), and often can
be spotted by the oversized sunglasses

Autumn Shag

WHAT'S
going

Madren Center
Pavillion
7 p.m.

(wayfarers, anyone?) they wear to block
out the sun and hangovers from all that
Pabst Blue Ribbon they drank last night.
They gather in small packs in which
they discuss the latest indie movie, or
how they knew Kings of Leon first while
drinking overpriced chai tea and smoking
cigarettes — probably American Spirits
or a fancy imported brand. Hipsters also
frequent art galleries and niche public
areas.
Of course, you won't see them early
on in the day because they are still at
home deciding how to perfecdy put
together an outfit that is perfecdy ironic
and ragingly ridiculous; it's irony in the
sense that when they put on a Pokemon
shirt it's hilarious because they are aware
that it is totally unexpected for such a
cool person like them to wear something
so totally nerdy. But when they have their
outfit together, it will probably involve

some American Apparel v-neck shirt and
Chuck Taylors, and they will manage
to shine every color of the rainbow,
including colors in pastel and neon. Also,
hipsters reading this would laugh at my
insolence because labels are so unhip.
So why are hipsters so hip? Why do
people want to be hipsters? I don't know;
it's pretty stupid. The appeal is something
hipsters feel they are born into. It also
reflects on a coming-of-age story because
today's hipsters were yesterday's losers,
who are now finally able to embrace a
culture where losers are cool and what's
"hip" by normal standards is actually
totally "uncool."
Oh, I didn't answer "why are hipsters
hip." Well, they aren't. It's just a culture of
people who lack any sense of authenticity;
they conform to nonconformity, are cool
by not being cool and like only what the
mainstream rejects. Of course, you can

Picture Green
Environmental art show

Building 429, Todd
Agnew, Kimber Rising

Hendrix Student Center,
2nd floor

Concord Baptist
Church, Anderson
6:30 p.m.
$7

10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Free

OCTOHIR

refute what I just said because hipsters are
at least unique in the sense that they are
ever changing because they always seek
what's new, even if it means recycling
fashions from past social eras and cultural
movements.
Hipsters are a fun anomaly to toy
with. I implore you to take advantage of
this. Go tell them about how you just love
Coldplay and Linltin Park. Go tell them
their pair of Converses are totally unique.
Ask them what type of shoe it is because
you've never seen such original cool
shoes. Of course, you may be nervous
to approach one because their sunglasses
covering their face and semblance of a
nonchalant attitude gives them a "stay
away from me, I'm too cool for you" vibe
but they will actually be happy for a social
encounter, and even if you make fun of
them you would provide them a sense of
superiority. And hipsters just love that.

Farm Fresh Market

Blues Traveler

Johnstone Meadows
behind Harcombe

Littlejohn Coliseum

10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Free

ANDERSON

8 p.m.
$19 in advance/
$24 day of show
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NOW LEASING!

$320
Price includes water, wireless internet, and cable!

APPLY
ONLINE!
www. uvclemson.com
prass

864.639.5728

A*

All prices are per person per month. Offer applies to 4 bed condo, Townhome A and Townhome B.
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CONSULT A FLOWCHART
WHICH CAMPUS DINING HALL TO CHOOSE

unHeaRD

OF

suversun PICKUPS
DO YOU MIND BEING
SCOWLED AT WHILE BEING

IS IT THE WEEKEND?

NO)

SERVED?

DO YOU LIKE MINT OR
CUCUMBER-FLAVORED
WATER?

►NOK

FORGET THE DINING
HALLS - GO TO MOE'S.

CAN YOU HANDLE
WREAKING HAVOC ON
YOUR BOWELS?

"YESh

WILL YOU BE TRYING
TO SNEAK OUT
. WITH FOOD? .

►NO

YES

/<YES<

DO YOU LIKE
LISTENING TO GNARLS
BARKLEY WHILE
YOU EAT?

IS IT SUNDAY
MORNING?

JUST WAIT FOR
THANKSGIVING DINNER.

'[VERYOHE LIKES GKABLS)^ NO

HOPING TO HAVE
SOMETHING OTHER THAN
JUST CEREAL?

X
►YES I

DO YOU HAVE ANY
MONEY LEFT ON
TIGERSTRIPE?

►YES^

THINK YOU CAN
OUTRUN THE ARAMARK
STAFF?

pon
hearing
one of Silversun
Pickups'
singles,
I swore that the
lead vocalist was
a female. Imagine my surprise
when I first saw the music video
that proved otherwise. While the
quartet of friends does consist
of a female bass player, the lead
vocalist is a dude, Brian Aubert.
Silversun
Pickups
originated
in L.A. during the Silver Lake
music scene, which was marked
by a plethora of indie-rock
musicians such as Rilo Kiley and
Beck. Having been influenced by
Modest Mouse, Sonic Youth and
Velvet Underground, Silversun
Pickups mid-tempo songs are
highly recognizable by their
distorted and repetitive guitar
and keyboard sounds. They are
often compared to The Smashing
Pumpkins.
One of their most

popular singles, Lazy Eye, is
featured on Guitar Hero: World
Tour as well as Rock Band 2.
Combined
with
new-fangled
sounds, Silversuns lyrics just

DOWnLOdD CHiS.
"Panic Switch"
"Little Lovers So Polite"
(recently featured on the
movie "Jennifer's Body")
"Well Thought Out Twinkles"

>NOK

TRAVIS ANDERSON

I
HARCOMBE

'AITLIN DAKER

SCHILLETTER

Start Your Career in Accounting.

Northeastern's MS in Accounting/MBA
for non-accounting majors:

The Emotron is gracing the South Carolina Upstate with
its presence once again at Club Escape in Greenville on
Tuesday, Oct. 20.
For those of you that attended the unforgettable show
by the band made up of Jason Knight, a synthesizer and
a whole lot of personality, hearing once again of The Emotron either
makes you giggle with excitement or vomit in disgust. The Emotron's
GG Allin-inspired antics will get you and the rest of the crowd in the
mood for dancing and debauchery. In a 2004 review printed in The Tiger,
Brandon Bilinski wrote of The Emotron's breakthrough performance at
Clemson, saying "it was as much a comedy show as it was a concert
performance, and [The] Emotron left the crowd demanding more songs
such as the one that included the line, 'Can you feel my penis rubbing
against you through this suit?'"
Those of you who attended that historic performance may vividly
remember Knight setting fire to regions of his body that are normally
hidden by the darkness of his pants.
The Emotron's music is very dance-worthy and lyrically raunchy and
hilarious, especially with a few drinks down your throat. Mose Gigantus
will be opening for the group with its synth punk/heavy metal style.
Other artists will include True Believers and DJs Kells and Pat who will
be representing Clemson's own radio station, WSBF FM.
In fact, this show is part of WSBF's Fall Concert series, a full
schedule of which can be found online at ww.wsbf.net.
The live music at Club Escape will start early and The Emotron
will play around 9 p.m. Club Escape is located at 115 Pelham Road
in Greenville. The show is open to all ages, and tickets are $8 for those
under 21, $5 for everyone else.

TIGER QWIK MART

. Earn iwo degrees in just 15 months.
. Complete a 3-month paid residency at a leading accounting firm.
. Proven track record of 100% job placement.

Take the first step.
Visit us online or at an information session near you. Learn more
about the program and upcoming events at www.msamba.ncu.edu.

Come visit

The Wall of Beer"
(over 400 different brands)

617-373-3244
gspa@neu.edu
www.msamba.neu.edu

Northeastern University

215 Pendleton Rd.
Clemson, SC
864-654-2907
tigerqwikmart.com
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39

Dress extra nice today for that meeting.
One of your group members will make
you an offer you can't refuse. Literally,
you will have no choice.
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After your Fall Break shenanigans,
you should probably maintain a low
profile this weekend. The incident will
blow over as soon as you remove the
Facebook evidence.
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Gemini
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reek.
Things will fall into place this wee
Keep up the chipper attitude.

65
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Cancer

«

70

June 22 - July 22

"

According to the alignment of the stars,
you will feel the earth move this week.
It could be the tectonic plates shirting,
or it could be that big life changes are
headed your way.

73
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1. In the Spanish language version of the Disney film "Hercules,"
which Latin singer lent his voice to the title character?

2. Michael Jordan tried out for which Major League Baseball team
in 1994?

3. Which U.S. president suffered a nervous breakdown at age 24
and spend time at a sanitarium?

4. How many of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World still stand
today?

5. What living animal has the heaviest brain?

ACROSS
1. Airport abbr.
4. Jewish religious
leader
9. Tempo
12. Storm
14. Aleutian
15. Right
16. Like awing
17. South
American animal
18. Tears
19. Opponent
21. South
American
animals
23. Scriptural your
24. Shrill bark
25. Totals
28. Snoop
31. See
34. Uncontrolled
waters
36. Liberal (abbr.)
38. Rest
40. Penny
41. Large
instrument

"

43. Certain
44. Imitate
45. Boxer
Muhammad
46. Toils
48. Cuts
51. Long-term
memory
53. Pen fillers
54. Large computer
CO.

56. Choose
58. Capital of
Canada
61. Mizzles
66, Inflammatory
disease
67. Trashy
69. Manner
70. Defeat
71. Shekel
72. Smirk
73. An tiered
animal
74. Finned
mammal
75. Container

DOWN
1. Extremely long
time periods
2. Baby powder
3. Seaweed
substance
4. Movie "King"
5. Lanes

33. Several feet
34. Farm credit
administration
(abbr.)
35. Resort hotel
37. Fen
39. Okay

Libra
Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

42. Sickly
43. Goof

6. Teddy
7. Hobo

47. Round cracker
brand
49. Stays
50. South by west
52. Mood
55. Opposite of
micro
57. Musician
58. Look
59. Pliers
60. Ivory
61. Liability
62. Zig's partner
63. Conceal
64. Canal
65. Made music
vocally
68. Small
dwelling

8. Rome's country
9. Rim
10. Insect in a
cocoon
11. Dining hall
13. Time period
15. Catches
20. Posttraumatic
stress disorder
22. Tell a tall tale
25. First letter in
Hebrew alphabet
26. Recipient
27. Tiny mark
29. Pleat
30. Yang's partner
32. Set down

firmly

Organization will be key for you
W on Monday. Bring a pen with you
everywhere.

Leo
July 23 - Aug. 23
Make a lunch date with a friend you
haven't seen in a while. It will be worth
your time to renew the friendship
and will put some of your current life
happenings into perspective.

Scorpio
Oct. 24-Nov. 21
Your karma is bound to improve
maintain the status quo.

Virgo
Aug. 24 - Sept. 22
It's just a sinus infection. No nee
panic just yet.

U/0RD Q' THE WEEK

Sagitarius

Dark Chocolate Cookies

Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Yield: 36 cookies
&
/2 cup butter, softened
3 oz. pkg. cream cheese, softened
/3 cup semisweet chocolate chips, melted
1 egg
1 pkg. two-layer devil's food cake mix
1 cup semisweet chocolate chips
edium bowl, beat together butter and cream
ese until well blended.
Add egg and melted;chocolate and beat until
smooth.
Add cake mix and beat until well mixed. Stir in 1 ci
chocolate chips.
Roll dough into balls and place on ungreased
cookie sheet.
Bake at 375 degrees F for 7-9 minutes until edges of
cookies are set.
Melt chocolatechips in microwave (2 minutes on
50% power) and'drizzle over cooled cookies.

Definition:
Water, in falling
life's activities,..
and intramural games.
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Overcast skies might affect your
i
ir mood,
W but don't let it affect your grades. Avoid
the amphitheatre.
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Aquarius
Jan. 20-Feb. 19

n

If you go with that first Halloween
costume idea, your chances of becoming
a local celebrity are much higher.
Choose wisely.

The library has no place for you in t
next few weeks. Find another study
location. Preferably not near any form
of water (including the reflection
pond).

Experience and Sub-specialties consistently in highest demand are:
• Engineering: electrical, chemical, nuclear, mechanical and aeronautical.
• Sciences: physics, biology, chemistry, toxicology, virology and veterinary science.

Grad

Zone
.com

• Computer Science: telecommunications, shipping/logistics and procurement/acquisitions.
Our global partners include: multi-national and public entity firms focused on the most advanced
engineering and scientific research projects.
Competitive candidates will have native fluency in a foreign language and a demonstrated ability to live
and work overseas.
Please apply by sending resume/CV and cover letter to humanresources@gradjobzone.com or mail to:
Gradjobzone.com 1440 Coral Ridge Drive, Suite 338 Coral Springs, FL 33071
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reasons to love fall
VATHLEEN DRAND

More Orange. As if this town docs not produce enough
orange to supply an entire army, fashion dictates
Clemson is "in-style" with the latest fall trei
clothing. Besides ttendy clothing, you mi i find
orange around campus when the trees decide tni
tired of green. One of my favorit.
was the Saturday drive to Clemson football g< imes simply
because I was most fascinated with the pretty leavi
changing colors on I 385. Okay...the leaves still excite
but who doesn't love a little crunch crunch beneath their
feet every once in a while?
Halloween. Who doesn't love dressing up like Spiderman
Snow White, Elton John or a random, hilarious objeel and
parading around with all youi friends? Youthful adventures
to haunted houses, and possibly even Scarowinds, are NOT
too cool for college students. Dressing up is the epitome of
Halloween; the more creative, the better! And this yeai v\ i
get the double whammy: Halloween and HomeconniHii
The 31st can't get here soon enough....
Gobble. Gobble. There is no better way to pay tribute
to our peacemaking pilgrims than by stuffing oui faces
every Thanksgiving. Most traditionally, the family gathers
around a 15-pound turkey with eager bellies. Add in a little
stuffing and gravy, some candied yams, squash cass<
biscuits, green beans, cranberry sauce and whtii>
concoction Aunt Susie decides to attempt this year, and
your Thanksgiving meal will be complete. While food is
vital, the most important element is family. Give thanks and
dui in.
1-2-3-4-1-2-3-4. Theie's only one thing missing when the
words "Saturday," "Clemson" and "autumn" are used
in the some sentence: FOOTBALL. Although the season
officially started on Sept. 5, football games are much n
oyable when the autumn formally begins and it's 65
grees and mostly sunny, lolhei than 90 with a promise'
sunburn and perspiration. The entire atmosi
surrounding Clemson football is o prime component foi
this wonderful time of year. For those with orange blood, it
is THE reason for the season.
Gorgeous Weather. On a crisp Friday morning such as
today, you probably need a light jacket on the way to your
i.m... but by lunchtime, you'll be striping off the layers to
mfortably sport your Solid Orange t-shirt. Consider it o
blessing when it's almost November and you can break o
sweat while walking across campus; it's already snowing
in some parts of the country! Frolic in warm sunshine and
enjoy the cool breeze and tranquil atmosphere of the foil
while vou still cart
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$2 Tuesdays at Moe's
Awesome
Last night's "30 Rock" premiere
LOLZ
Bob Dylan's new Christmas album
Raspy

WMmMmMsmwmmmmm
"Saw VI"
Unnecessary

Sold out Creed/Staind audience
Nonexistent
Five weeks 'til Thanksgiving break
Painful
Miley Cyrus abandons Twitter
Finally
Another rainy football Saturday
FML
Finding money under the couch
Life-changing
Reading TimeOut
Awesome r
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ON THE
ladies
would
pi,.in
from
understanding
more intimatcl)
the
erection. So very few
have .1 hi HI grasp on the erection,
and its .1 pin
bui noi altogether
in, omprehensible. I le's .1 sly fellow, OKI
In,. He >..ui pop up when you leasi
expe( 1 ii, .nut he1.in I.ill into .1 slumbei
when most inconvenient, [here's no
w.i\ m keep a leash around him, and
diere's no way to predict whai his
tricken will lead to next.
Ihe averagt man suffers from
Spontaneous Penis Syndrome (wherein
the penis may rise 01 l.ill wirhoui or
despite its owner's command), Some
men, though, are bionic testosteronefueled machines whose members come
installed with .111 on/oil switch. I don'l
ueh tat tory or planet prod
eho machines, Inn I do ki
.is hoin sans power switch, and I
supremely jealous ol those with the
ipment. More and more girlfriends
wives will be leaving their mortal
s in I.nor ol bionic men. We'n 1
n: breed, 1 fair: Darwin would be
For the admirable ladies who
remain faithful to we mortal men and
our i.iuliv equipment, understand thisi
Iheres itisi no certainty .100111 what
! ">ld 1 rie is going to di\ I here are .1 Few
factors involved. Firstly, the "I'm sorry.
I'm just tired excuse is usually .1 load
>l bullspit, but sometimes ii s the honest
.Housed, but still

lo plea.,

ou

nelv l.ulv in.lies, t >ii
going to rise up and ask how do \ o
Well, were not doing, 1 rk
h
brother though, will vou;
Substances also have inlluenn
may put Erk into irretrievable slumber.
Worse, under the influence ol such

'Good Hair" | Oct. 9
Chris Rock returns to his roots to answer
the age-old question: what's up with
African Americans' hair? After being asked
by his daughter why doesn't she have "good
hair," Rock sets off to travel the world to
find an answer, visiting hair salons and
styling competitions, scientific laboratories
and Indian temples to reveal how black
hairstyles influence the activities, wallets,
relationships and self-esteem of black
people. In this documentary/comedy
hybrid film, Rock provides a fresh, funny
and, most importantly, informative look at
a part of culture that often goes unnoticed.
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"Law Abiding Citizen" | Oct. 16
With a tagline like "The System Must Pay,"
it's pretty clear that this film is going to be
practically too hardcore to handle. Starring
"300's" scowling Gerard Butler and actorturned-musician-turned-actor Jamie Foxx,
the film follows an assistant district attorney
(Butler) as he attempts to untangle himself
from the overly complicated revenge plot
Foxx's character has embarked upon after
learning that the murderers of his wife and
daughter will be freed. It's complex and
confusing and sure to be filled with loads
of action and suspense — not to mention a
scene or two with a shirtless Gerard Butler.

"Where The Wild Things Are" | Oct. 16
If you're not familiar with Maurice Sendak's
timeless children's book by the same name,
you've clearly been deprived. Adapted from
the book, this film tells the imaginative
story of a boy named Max who runs away
to a land of friendly monsters one night
after being chastised by his mother. So,
basically, it's the story of every kid's dream.
Unfortunately, Hollywood's attempt to
transform the bedtime classic into a "major
motion picture" may be unsurprisingly
lost in translation. Regardless, the movie
is an enjoyable, inspiring one hour and 34
minutes that is sure to leave you with that
fuzzy warm feeling you've been missing.

"New York, I Love You" | Oct. 16
Following in the same vein as 2006's
successful artsy film "Paris, je t'aime," this
Americanized version is an anthology of
five-minute segments that each depict
a different perspective of the search for
love within New York's five boroughs.
With each short film directed by one of
12 notable filmmakers and employing the
talents of actors like James Caan, Ethan
Hawke, Natalie Portman and Christina
Ricci, you'll want to rush out of the theater,
buy a plane ticket to New York and get to
the Big Apple to look for love as soon as
possible. Touching and humorous, it seems
the single unfortunate aspect of this film
is the fact that it is only being released in
select theaters.

may I venture the term rabidly horny:
- so it the erection will not come to be.
believe me when 1 say thai we dudes are
just as frustrated as you gals, mere are
also occasions when men are without
excuse, when guy and gal both have
urges to indulge, bui Old Eric, the
bastard, will not lor some unknown
reason, cooperate. I in pissed, you're
we're both left high and dry, and
Old Trie is just laughing his sassy little
head off.
Also, feat the unpredictable iise ol
1 tie. Iheres no stopping a stubborn
erection. Female-committed rape ol
males has been legalf
ized as
legitimate, as science has proven that
the male cannot control his erection
(that's right, ladies: we are not masters
of our penises, rather our penises are
masters ol us!). Sometimes we ma) be
unintentionally aroused and achieve
erection spontaneously, and othei
times Eric will stand to attention even
without arousal. Ii happens randomly
and inconveniently: in class, dinner ai
Zaxbys, studying in the library — hell.
even while needing to pec. And. ol
course., in the morning.
So you see ladies. Old Eric is out to
play tricks on us. Sometimes he steals
from us the erection we desire and
deserve, and other times he curses us
with inconvenient ones. Were not all
bionic men. nor phallic automatons.
So. please understand: Old Eric is an
unpredictable and uncontrollable fiend.
and as much as we'd like to please you
(or iust cuddle), Eric's entrance and exit
is too often out of our control. It's not
me and it's not you — it's Old Eric.
IXimn him and his tricky ways.
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Just when you thought the fun of Fall Break had to
end, TigerPaw Productions made sure the good times
kept rolling with a week full of events just for you! For
all you rock junkies we had Creed with Staind on
Tuesday. Those of you kids at heart and your families,
we had three shows of Sesame Street on Wednesday
and Thursday. Tonight, show your spirit and get
excited for our basketball season at Rock the John!
Next Tuesday, join us Live on the East Lawn at UC for
Blues Traveler, benefiting Sigma Chi!
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You may be asking yourselves, "What do i care about
Sesame Street? In fact, why does TigerPaw
Productions ever bother producing any of those kid
shows?" One of the major ways we use our Student
Government allocated budget is for what we call
"investment shows".
presented by

SIGMA CHI

TUESDAY OCTOBER 20
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Sometimes we have the opportunity to produce
events that are not directly targeted at students, but
whose profits add money back into the Concert
Committee's operating budget. Thus, these shows
directly benefit students by gathering positive income
for TigerPaw Productions. It is this flow of money that
allows us to stretch our allocation. The Ringling
Brothers and Barnum & Bailey's circus is another
prime example of this.
Concerts are more than just major events on campus
to students and community. They create benefits for
the students, the university, and the community, the
most obvious include: increased school pride and
student morale, the leadership and job opportunities
for student employees, inter-organizational
collaboration and cooperation on campus, the
positive community connections, an enhanced
national reputation, sponsorship allocations,
investment opportunities, and positive media
exposure.
As always, if you have any questions, please let me
know at lcogles@clemson.edu.
Sincerely,

FEATURING

"Rhode Island's King of Comedy'
brought to
you by

CLEMSONLiVE

Laura Oglesby
Executive Director
TigerPaw Productions
www. backstagetpp. com

entertainment for you!
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